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M  osjpoalraea-f; \mo eoadiwted ovor tHo pOKlOd Ilgô3-éfj vjith Ifcnv
Zoolana «uXtivara of M&mJiSS'Sim (&) a»» (&)'
They wore norm, :Ui alternate rowo, bîk ilnohea apart and half tlio 
2>lotô in the trial area wore oetablishpd to maintain root oogrsgatioB 
botwoon the opooioa usjing a double layer of £00 gmige black polythene » 
Xdhoral fiiuwititieo of phoopha.te emd potash fertlllg;ors were applied 
each year hut the graoA^ lGgumo a#&ocl&tloa rolled upon ooiX 
mlnemlioatioUj Xhi^ atiou by f rm^llvlng orgoaisao^  rainfall and 
oymhiotio flmtlon for Its mltro^em oupply.
Variations in defoliation frequG&qy of tm# four and sis cuto 
por ammm had little offoot on the overall d%y matter yield which 
amounted to .§#300# 6*100 and 6*000 pounds per aore por annum 
respeotivqly, Ilowover* the average yearly prodnotion of nitrogen 
during the experimental period mm 112* 166 and-217 pounds of nitrogen 
por aero which suggested a 48/5 ineraaae by doubling the 0utti%fro"* 
qumqy and a inoraa&o when tlTOo times the number of dofollàtions 
m%*0 c:n%)loyed.
Root segregation of perennial ryogramo and white clover when 
grom in olodo association reduced the matter yield by 1#' in 
the establishment year and by 6fl in 1964 and it io suggested that
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Vùot oho ok miel root partloiilarly In amapoct of the graiao
eomponmt* m m  yoAponelblo* In 1965 tho inatt©^  yioM
Y/ao loww lAoro root barrlora had boon introduced and frm above 
ground ngpoarmoQ of t lm  graso and from the yield data thlo wae clearly 
tho diroot of foot of eliminating undorground nitrogen traneforenco 
from tho olovor*
The nltregon ooonomy of thla ao^ociatlon M s  boon
otudied ovor a throe year period mid only in the final year waa it 
poooiblo to demonstrate above ground tho résulta of underground 
nitrogoî'i Clover contrlhia'fcod 50*79 potmda of nitrogen to
its graoo partner in 1$&5 and tMa .figure ia oomparod vdth predicted 
valttoo using the'theory of Walker* Orohlston and Adame and aXoo data 
Q om puted f r o m  graaaltmd o b s e r v a t io n  p lo to »
Mloro^ ellm&tie toaperaturee rooorded at ground level pas'ti,ally 
oorroborato the findings of Johnstono«4yallaco who ©howod lower diurnal 
fluotuationo of temperature with a grace and clover award compared 
w i t h  p /a s o  a lo n e *
0aeâ of the same Hew ^ 3ealand oultivar of (W was
iviociilatod v/ith an effective atmin of rWjjobium (11* 15? originating tvQi 
Bydnw# Australia), uttâ comparod with a non^ inoculatod control, from 
the limited reoultc of this .trial and from field observationo it would 
appear that the Indigenous o train of rhiecblum at Auchlncj.’uivo wan m  
offeotiVQ on©#
The phyelcal effects of tho black po3ythone uacd for root 
cogregation wore oxmalned ttough yield data in a spécial trial and 
labomto%y and field teste wore carried out on the pomoaMlity of 
this material as uoed in tho eaporimonte#
matter praduottoi* Wltrogm yioMa and hmimge #ality fmm 
tho pom m ial waraas^whltB olqver aosociation am  reported* âisoimood 
ùnà oompared with data from H w  Xqalond end Rolland»
h Jj-. c? h -^■<» . '"1
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I.SiæglOIJ ï IMiCROBOCriOM.
m  ECOKOMY OP PBHBNHIAL RYEKRA3S - mîXÿlS GLQWÆ ASSOCIA'HOMB    «#1:*
I, BicfXQH I# itmmipTioii 
1/1 HISTORIAN iNmmmoTiom
Th0 value of legumes in agriouXture Ws long been appreciated 
and Fred, Baldvdn and McOoy (X932) have given ua a brief historical 
outline of tMs cuhjeot* Their value as orops was well kaowa to tW 
Egyptians six thousand years ago (Hartman, 1923)* The philosopher 
Theophrastus (370**28g B*0*) in his '^Enquiry into Plantsspoke of 
their "reinvlgoratingproperties* The praotlee of growing mixed 
aropB in agriculture is widespread throughout the world according to 
Hiool (1935)» and many of these crop combinations are associations of 
legume and non**legi^ mo* Oarriei*» (1923) his book "The Beginnings 
of Agriculture in Amerloti", reproduces a picture (ascribed to Le 
Moyne, 1564) showing Indians plantrlng corn and beans in the same 
field* Smith (1907) writing about the Indians tuid malso planting 
In Vl%*glnla indicated tho sowing method to be four cereal grains and 
two beans in the same hole or "hill"* Mollis on (igOl) iu his 
treatise on agriculture in the Province of Bombay cites many other 
oxojaplos of logume/non-î^ lofpme associations in crop production^  The 
reasons for such crop oonïbinatiqns in primitive agriculture appear to 
be one or more of the following factors* Economical land use, a 
foiw of crop rotation, a method of obtaining some measure of weed 
control, the convenience of having the crops together and finally 
the suitability of one crop td*th another*
In early British a,gricultui'o associations of legume and non«*legume
appear from the literature to be rare end combinations of this kind 
were confined to mashlum, oats and beans or oats and tares# Hero 
convenience and insurmioe agaünst a single crop failure are the two 
prig^ oipal reasons for such practices# This position was soon to be 
revereed following the introduction :Wto Britain of the rotational 
grasses and clover during the early part of the 17th centuiy, Weston 
being accredited with the introduction of red clover (Davies 1952).
From then onwards camo the development of ley famitig using grass 
together with both white and rod clover# Lisle (1713) \^ iting at 
the beginning of the 18th contiïry states that frild white clover was 
being sown in Hampshire and its value was well recognised in the 
County# However tho true worth of this plant v/as not widely appro 
elated and recognised until this contuiy according to Davies (1952)* 
Warlidge (1668) in the mid^iyth century refers to the use of lucerne 
and sainfoin and Hortît a oontuxy later talks of sainfoin growing in 
long leys (Davies, 1952)# During this period ryegrass or "ray*^
grass" as it was terned, the first of the rotational grasses, was
being sov/n jBixed vdth white clover and "non-^ Buoh olovor" (Medioago 
lupulina) for leys of six to ten years duration#
From the middle of the 18th oontuz^ y onwards the value of the ley
become increasingly evident* This association of rotational grass 
and clover with its effect on general soil fertility vAen land was 
brought again into cereal or other crop production was slowly reeog* 
nised# North in his "Account of the Different kinds of grasses pro* 
pagated in England for the Improvement of Corn and Pasture land" (1739)
3and William Ellia writing in 1774 on the value of "resting the ground 
with some grasses" are two of the earliest lu a spate of British 
authors on this top3.e (Davies 1952)^
But in spite of the numerous va^ itore on the benefits of white 
clover in the l?th, 18th and 19th aemturies it was not universally 
aoolai.med by tlie British faming oommunity until the 20th century#
Davis and Cooper (1951) pointed this out in 1951 when they classed 
"the appreciation of strain difforenoes, selection and Ij-jtroduotion 
of vigorous types of white clover" as .one of the ouatandlag features 
of 20th century faming*- (hllotelot. in England (1909) and Findlay 
(1918) and Oruiolcalmnk (1956) in BootMml had pioneered the vay for 
the extensive use of this legume and the Welsh Plant Breeding Station 
gave British Agriculture the right ouXtivara#
Similar approoiations were being made ûxi other parts of tho 
world# Dordloy (lOOl) writing about New England made tho following 
statements s"Clover plowed in, together ivith the remains of grain 
stubble, year after year will gradually meliorate the soil*" and 
"Clover ie the boat preparative for a orop of wheat »#.*** wheat on 
clover has the best graisi mid fullest crop* "
On the European continent Tha^r (I856) was axlvoceiting almost 
dictatorially the extensive use of the Legumlnosae, Ms recommended 
rotation beingî* Beans, Autumn corn, Clover for mowing, Spring grains, 
Bcao, Ai^ tumn g^ uiaa and Pasturage with white clover and grasses# 
hater in the 19th century 8chult^ *I,upltm, a fellow countryman of 
Thaor*Sÿ reinforced his early recommandations and he persuaded tho
German famers to lupins oxtexisivGiy on the light .soils of 
their country* Bi 1881 he stated in a paper that such plm%ts as 
o3.overa, lupins and peas are able to utilise xvltrogen in some fom 
other than that required by non*leguminous pimits * ea31.i1ng legumes 
the aoùumulators and noB*--X©gu.mes the Gonsumero*
The value which farmers and agriculturists put on the meaibers 
of tho Lagi^ ainosae in respect of their soil improving properties vms 
not Gxp'lalned by soientists until tho 19th ce,ntus:y*> Several dis­
tinguished scientists worn enquiring into the source of N available 
to gréon plants and it was Boussingaitlt (183B) who showed and 
eventua^ .!:^  ^appx^ aciatad a difference between wh.e?it on one hand and peas 
and clover on tho other in their H uptake# He concluded that the 
source of H must have been the atmospheric ammonia and BoveraX eminent 
workers of the day supported this view (Mebig I852 : Bachs 1060*61 : 
SchloBB’ing 1874 ond. Major 1874)** Borthelot (I885) reported a direct 
fixation of atraoo|3h.eric N by clays soils and it was suggested that 
bacteria might be oonOemed with this phenomena# Bacteria had been 
"associated" with the nitrification proceas a fow years mil lor by 
Bohloeslng and Mdnts (1877 and 1878) and Warlngton (187B, 1879 and 
IBS4)* During the period 1806 to 1889 ïfellrlegel working a,Xone and 
then aided by Wilforfch, produced his classical papers which put an 
end to all speculations on this subject# Briefly his findings voro 
as follows:*
(X) LeguminoseEio and Grainineae are fundamentally different in the 
way they absorb nitrogcsi for their nutrition#
(2) ll'h© Gwalnoae ciepo'ad -solely on assimilable nitrogen compbunâs 
;lT4 the soil mMci their subsequent growth mid dovolopmont is 
directly related' to the amount of hitrogon available*
(3) A second source of nitrogen; other than tho soil H is available 
to the Logumino'seao (i#e; the free H from the air) #
(4) B^io legumes themselves do rot possess tho ability to assimilate 
free atmospherio W but require the active participation of mloro* 
organisms' in the soil*
(5) For tho assimilatioa to work the mioî^ OMS’rgauisms from the soil 
have to enter into a aymb:lot:lo ixslationsMp with the legttmos^
{6} The root nodules o f the legumes are responsible for the assimi* 
latiou of tho fite nitrogen#
Confirm ation of these fin d in g s  followed a few years later via the
wor2c of I,awos and Gilbert {I8B9 and 1891) in Bnglemd, Atwator tmà Woods 
in  America (1098 , I 89 I  and .1692 ) ,  Boh3.oas:ing and Laurent (3.892 ) in  
Franco also Alpo and MenosRi (3,892) in Italy*
Aa a result of Hollriogel^s finding and their confirmation, 
botanists, ohomiatBt bacteriologists, biochemist a and agiOTondata- 
throughout the vmrld haVo been xm?king on every conceivable aspect 
associated with legume symbiosis a Thus In a telef historical account
it is necessary to concontrate on those sciontifio aspects which am 
raoro relevant i;o the practioa.1 application and encploitation of this 
phoEomene#
61.2 20th CMîORt 3MCKtH0Wro
A quarter of a conttay ago Vlrtm^ en and Hausen (193?) in their 
claasicaX sories of oxparimonto showed a marked bénéficiai offoct to 
Graaiinaoeoiis planta vtoa aBsociated t/ith legumes # They were able to 
Bhqw a consistent nitrogen [N] excretion by tk© legume and a eubae* 
quent increase in the uptake of H by the non^ legume, tho a%*ouni; of H 
excreted on occasions equalling half the total amount fixed. In a 
further series of hivestlgation Viztmien and Laine (1939% & Ÿlrtanen, 
Mîdcola, Halcala and Bantanon (1946) shorted bj means of Hhisobltm- 
i:aocu3ated pea plants under sterile conditions, tlmt nitrogonous com* 
pounds were exorated into tho root medium ±n quantitiao which ware 
sometimes as large ae the amount of H assimilated by the plante# The 
excretion products -under these cirouiBstances v^ are identified as L* 
aspartic acid, p *alanine, glutamic acid and ammonia and the con^  
centration of aspartic acid was much in excees of the other products* 
Many other woiimrs concentrating on similar lines wore not able to 
aiibstantiate these findings (Trmdalo md Strong, 193?; Trumble and 
Shapter, 1937; Bond and Boyes, 1939» Wilson, 1939» Wyes and Wilson, 
19411 -Ludwig'.and Allis on, 1940; %era, 1945 and Butler and Bathurst, 
1956)* Of the pampers quoted, the contribution agaiîiat the "firtanon" 
school of thought frcm frumble and Strong is pai'tioularly relevant to 
this thesis and their con olus ions viore briefly as follows : *
(1) larly and marked transfer of Ë from a grovrlng le^me 
to an associated grass is îiypothotioal#
?(2) In pot cultures no evidence was obtained to show that 
grasses were capable of deriving N from associated 
legumes diiidng the vagotatlvc stages of the latter 
when gromi during a wtoCor period in a eoml*arid 
climate*
(3) H is available, liowaver, as a result of nodule break* 
down and root décomposition during senescence#
(4) N transference from perennial leginaes to associated
non*loguînes has been shown to take place 12 weekc 
after aeedlng, but the aiaoimt ir* relatively amall,
This evidence was obtained with artificial xmterûâi^  
in spring and oavlj camiEOr#
(5) Factors which dotonnine whether or not û release of
N and subsequent transfer takes place dis cussed * 
species, strain, rhiaablal strain and oxteutml environ* 
ment including legume water su%)ply vmro considerced 
important.
(6) Hiidor South Australian conditions there was no foundation 
for the belief that N could be transfoiTed from clover to 
grass over tho same growth interval, but piBvlous growth 
und H aecumulation is however likely to be of great 
importance#
Trumblo and Shaptor {l93?) showed that at the end of the gmviug 
season of mi annual legume, nitrogen v;as available in the root mediu&i 
and a perennial grass may cloxdve significant quantities of this N#
8Hfôing Medlcago dentioulata (buiua trefoil) and I%alarls tuberona - 
they wore able to obtain 3(9^  of the K present in the root medium 
in a period of 8 weeks after the- harvest of the legume# They also 
showed that an amita3, legume liîf.e Trifolium subtoi’ranonm (subterranean 
clover) would effect a greater soil N enrichment tMn burr trefoil on 
aocount of its greater growth oapaoity, extended growth period and a 
larger proportion of total N present in its root . Butler
and Bathhurst (1956) enivaerat© and discuss five factors oomormà 
with H transfer, l*e# rate of H fixation, aarbohyclreato status, soluble 
nitrogenous constituents of the nodules, nitrogen content of the root 
and finally the root environment itself* They conolude that Bin ce 
tho exorotion of H is dopondcmt on these five "erbraordinarily 
apecnlfio set of oircumstanoes " and that they have to be favourable 
simultaneous3y, it is not surprising to find so many vjorkers unable 
to verify the "Firtanon School" fimlinga* They were unable to pro­
duce tho same meteorological conditions, thua affecting photoayathetic 
rate, H fixation and carbolTydmto status to name some of the variables* 
In respect of root onvii'*onment it has boon stated that the rate 
of secretion seemed to be higher» the M,gher the ability , of the solid 
material to absorb the excreted compounds from tho root medium, in 
other words concentration graxlieïxts favourable to excretion have to 
be maintained (Butler and Bathhurst 1956). It is  significant tMt 
the soil mioro*flora and grass roots in a grass*oXover association 
can be considered an aid to the ma.intenanc0 of this gradient*
51,3 EHIZOBIAj 10Drai.ftïIÔH, M D  Wp®ITIOK 
1*31 mizoBiA
Tho seorotlons which take plaoe from tho logimé root are 
responsible for a, roultipXiciatipn of tho rhisohia in the root modium 
(Wost, 1939)» those in turn are said to px'oduoe X«A«.A*. (5,ndo3.o- 
aootio acid) from the tryptophan (Kelford, BrooteoXl and Ewar i960) 
which oauses ' ourXing of the root hairs of the legtime resulting In a 
condition for entry by the haotorria** Bieherdorf (193B) and î^ red, 
Baldwin and MoCoy (1932) suggest the root hairs as a point of entry? 
Biehercloxf (l93B) n^d MoGoy (1929) Include also broken epldersnal and 
Oort leal cells and Allen and illlen (1940), Arora (1954) and McCoy 
{1929). suggest the-inipturod tissue at the site qf. rootlet emergence* 
During the spEibiosis which follows a "tumotar-:lncluc:Uig*principIo" 
(T/X*P#) is thought to operate (Klein, B/i\ and Klein, ILM#, 1953)» 
and a metamorphosis of cortical root tissue occurs giv:big rise to a 
nodule IBB? and Bond, 194-B) # This is hacteria**filletl tissue
which lives on tho plant and together they assimilate atmospheric 
nitrogen #
The rhisobia are gram negative, aerobic, heterotrcphlc rods 
0*5-0*9 % 1.2*3*0 micra (.Àl3.en, 15JC# and Allen, Owl, 1940)# Thex^ 
are six species, II mellloti, IL leguminosaOTn, lU phaseoli, II 
japonicum, Ë, lupin! and H# trifolii, the last named being of concern 
in this thesis# It is thought that E# trifolii embraces several 
strains some effective in nodu'l,at!on others not* Ohen and Thornton 
(1940) growing red clover plants in agar demonstrated this, showing 
the initiation and final decay in 7 and I5 days with ineffective
3.0
0tra*jbas æid in 4 B weelcD respectively for the effective ones*
With ineffective strains nitrogen fixati.on and tho amount, of nodule 
tissue formed is small end oeneooonce >og;lns very, early*
1 * 32 Hetînlat ion
Tho subject of optimum conditions for the.entxy of the bacteria* 
their multiplication and, i^ esultant symbiosis via the nodulation is a 
complex one# However in general an environment which is suitable for 
good clover establishment and growth is required e.g* high pH, 
sufficient quantities of available Ga and other inorganic nutrients 
including tho trace elementn* vdth tho probable evcoption of high 
3*eveXs of H in soil aaki plant# Perkins (19%), Ghaileklilan end 
Megrabian (1945)» Thornton (1935) and 3?^ rchase and I'lutmon (1957) have 
shown that ncdu3.e number is asymptotioal’iy related to bacterial density 
and the number of rhiRobia present in the rhiRoaphere greatly exceeds 
that required for modulation in thn case of clover mid lucerne# Their 
exporijaental results can be fitted to a. oompound Mitscherlioh exponential.# 
Hutman (1958) has suggested that the qlovor host plant also governs 
the amount of nodulation and that it does so independently of the 
bacteria. This is likely to be at the higher soil levels of rhisobia* 
Also poor root development in the host is responsible for sparse nodula­
tion* Whilst a much branched root system can acquire high nodule 
numbers# A self-regulating mechanism in tho host plant has been 
suggested by Hutman (1958) which controls infection rate and nodule 
s;Ie30 * thus cantrollJjig the total nodule volume available for symbiotic 
fixation* Fate (1958) has shown nodule formation to be synchronised 
with leaf production and H aeoumulation thus corroborating Nutamn’a
1.x
findings # • ■
Nodulation is reported to be poor in seasons characterised by 
short days or low light intensity and similar conditions to these 
are said to operate :m shitde or where pastures of grasses and olovera 
are 3,ight3y grased (WHyte, l'li’Xsaon*L©lssner and Trumble, 1953)* Both 
tho infection of the olovora by the bacteria and the effectiveness of 
the I'esnlting nodulation In teiniïs of fixation Improve usually as the 
source of light increases. Also the nitrog$n*earbohydz%te bal?mce in 
the host plant appears important within limits; very high and very low 
ratios may reduce fixation# Thus as the rate of carbon ass:lraila* 
tion is a critical factor so in turn do li^ it and temperature have a 
oritioaX part to play in tho gro%vth and nitrogen content of legumes 
(Whyte et al 1953)*
1.33 Hutrient levels and their effect on host end bacteria
Hewitt (1958) suggests that at least seventeen minorai elements 
are thou^ #k to be involved In the nutidtion of some higher plants or 
micro-organiama. He goes on to say that from evidence available there 
is no indication that the symbiotic arelat ion ship requires any, other 
element which is not normally needed for the higher plants in general» 
Vanadium and tungsten* not normally associated with the grcvfth of higher 
plants are required by micro^ org/ujieras and may iiiiH.ueuce nitrogen fixa- 
t:t.on# Of the trace elements, iron, cobalt and molybdenum are probably 
the most important*
Iron is required for healthy growth of symbiotic nitrogen-fixing 
systomo and it has been established that more of this element Is xequircd 
when tho symbiosis is entirely dependent on froo nitrogen (Stewart, 1966). 
It is involved in ensyme functionb* nitrate reduction, haemoglobin
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synthesis and possibly connooted with nitrogen fixation and the young 
nodules are thought to act as an iron reservoir for the syhthesia of 
liaomoglobin.
Cobalt is essential for gxmidi in legumes and rhisobia (Stewart,
1966)» It is necessary for the synthesis of vitamin and'in nodu­
lated legumes an increase in nitrogen fixation is associated with an 
Increase in the vitamin and haemoglobd.n content of nodules# There
also appeal's to be connection 'between cobalt aVid the vitamin #0*
ensym© which Is found in tho nodules (Kleiv^ cr and Evans IgGg)*
Molybdenum is another element essential for healthy growth of 
logUtnes and since higher concentrations are required when free nitrogen is 
the sole source of nitrogen, it has been suggested that the additional re- 
qiAlrement is associated with fixation (Hewitt 1959)? Crops like clover, 
which have small seeds, rely on soil molybdenum for thoii* nutrition 
because the seed j^ esorves are inadequate compared with 3.argo seeded 
legumes whore the seed supply is sufficient for ti;ie healthy growth of two 
generations (lle?/itt, 1958; Hewitt, ïJolle-Jonos and Miles, 1954; and 
Hewitt and Miles, 1952)* Molybdenum*^ ,ef;laient plants have small 
nodules, very w^ idely scattered over the root system rather than a few 
largo ones elosely congregating on the roots of plants well supplied 
with molybdenum* It :1s needed for nitrate reduction in plants and where 
deficiency occurs, muolt of the molybdenum present accumulates in the 
nodule and particularly In the bacteriod tissue (Jonaon^  1946» and 1947» 
Jensen and Betty, 1943; Mulder, 1948; Hewitt, 1948)* It may be signifi* 
oant that molybdenum is used as a catalyst in commercial chemical 
nitrogen fixation (Hewitt, 194B)<
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Anderson (l9h9) has reviewed the adverse effects of nutrient 
deficiency on syiAbiotic nitrogen fixtvbion relative to the following 
four points:-
(0.) grovfth restrietiOB of the host plant
(b) developniont of tmfavourable conditions in the host plant
(c) inhibition of the H-^ fixing réactions
(d) restriction o f the development of rhlRohinm species in the soil* 
There is still a ,^'eat void in our bnowlodgo on the subject but it
can be said that for good clover growth and nitrogm Æ'ixation fairly 
large qiumtities of lime, phosphate and potash should be present with 
smaller quaaitibies at hand of the other elements required for growth#
The one element which does give eonoern ia nitrogen itself#
G'iobel (1926) showed that nitrogen fixation proceeded bast in 
plants which were well, supplied with oombinod nitrogen during the 
early stages of growth* This added nitrogen ;ls said to be required 
during the period when the nitrogen supply from the seed has been 
exhausted and there is still no symbiotic nitrogen available. This 
level of combined nitrogen is almost impossible to assess qiumtitatively# 
It will vary between species and is oert'ain to bo fairly small* as 'bhcx^o 
is plenty of evidence of tho deleterious effect of large qiic^ tities of 
combined nitrogen both on clover growth and lOn nodulation# Thornton 
v;ork la interesting in this connoctioïu Using and e zcper Iment in g 
with modulated soy beans he showed that this crop depends on fixaiîion 
for half of its nitrogen and that the amount assimilated could be 
related inversely ivith the ujBOunt of available combined nitrogen in 
the soil* In respect of clovers, Dutch white clover showed an adverse
effect from applied N whereas red clover shov/ed a raspoïise 1)% gro\ïth 
rate,
1,4 MODE OF, N TRANBMMCE
llhen grass end clover aro grown together there is a transference 
of H from the legume to the associated grass* Five ways in which 
this tmnsferonoQ can come about have been suggested by Butler and 
Batî:ihurst (1956) namely;-
(1) By the exorotion of nitrogenous compound by the growing logimie,
(2) In the release of nitrogenous substances in root decay,
(3) From nitrogenous substances released when nodules disintegrate,
(4) Leaching of nitrogen compounds from the leaves of the legume.
(5) Release of nitrogen from fallen leaves and petioles*
five known factors which arc likely to affeot No, 1 have 
already been listed and perhaps tho moat important of these Is the 
rate of N-fixatlon in relation to the amount of M actually required 
%  the legume itself - Its own requirements must first bo mot* Also 
the rate of photosynthesis must be sufficiently largo to ensure a good 
rate of N-fixation; but it must not be excessive since surplus carbo­
hydrate in the plant immediately *ties-up* tho N as it is fixed*
Butler and Bathiiurst (1956) Imte demonstrated timt white clover 
roots contain on average 1#55^  N and thus in root decay there is likely 
to be a small amount of nitrogen released, this had been suggested 
earlier by Lyon and Bis soil (1911)* The total nitrogen content of 
white clover nodules taken from the field has averaged 6*3^ 3 of tW 
dry wei^t and there has been little variation with nodule sise
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(Wilson, 1942), If tho qarbo%êrato supply to *i!i© nodule is m- 
striotod H-fixation coaoos resulting in nonesoenoo and nloug#ing 
off* Many factors- oan cause the noduXea to pwt from the host 
plant, these inotole plant maturity (needing or fniltii^ g), extremes 
of temperature or soil moisture (Wilson, 1931)» plant defoliation 
(V/iloon, 1942) and pronounced plant shading (Btrong and Trumhle,
1939), All these factors are %'ospqncible for curtailing the oarbo- 
iiydrate supply thus accelerating the nodule drop* TiBso factors are 
likely to operate continually in the field and thus it would seem that 
this nodule drop md rasult^mt I release could bo ix^ sponslble for a 
large propox'tion of the total mount of N which is tx^ anoforred# Young 
(1958) working on a pemmial rye^ grass - white clover sward showed 
that where nitrogen had bom given to the sward md 33^ of the 
nodules were disbategrated in June and Boptember respectively* 
Disintegrating nodules were found at all times during the season and 
recoverable decaying nodules amounted to of all nodules in
absence of nitrogm applications, Leaching of nitrogen from tho 
loaves and the amount released from fallen loaves and petioles aro 
likely to be relatively small*
1*5 AMOUNT OF HimeGBM FIXED im MmXMT TBAMBFJMmP 
1,51 Qasitivo experimental, evidence
Tho total amount of plant nitrogen in nodulated legumes is made 
up of two parts, namely that assimilated through tho x’oots from tho 
soil mid the othox^  fraction wMch is the symbiotlcally fixed free N 
fx« the air*
Wahhab and Mulimmnad (19%) using a range of leguminous plants
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estim ated th a t 43’^ 50?^  o f tho n itro g en  taken up by p lants on s o ils  
r ic h  in  combined N wâs from the a i r ,  whereas on s o ils  poor in  com­
bined N, i t  was estim ated th a t o f tho to ta l p la n t n itrogen  vms
considered to  be fix e d ,
Hopkins (1902) working both in  greenhouses and in  the f ie ld  
showed th a t w ith  p roperly inoculated legumes two th ird s  o f the 
p la n t N is  obtained from the a i r  and one th ird  from the s o il*
Nowotny-Miecsynska and Husakowska (1954) woxking w ith  lucerne  
reported th a t gO^ o f the n itrogen  was sym b io tioa lly  fix e d ,
The le v e l o f N -fix a tio n  w i l l  vary between species and in  support 
o f th is  Erdroan (1959) c o lle c tin g  data from various souroes re la te d  to  
American conditions lis te d  the average f ix a tio n  o f N in  lb  per acre by 
several d iffe re n t legumes as b e in g :- A lfa lfa  194» Ladino c lo ver 179» 
Sweetclover 119» Alsik© clover 119» Red c lo ver 114# legumes in  pasture 
106, White clover 103» Crimson c lo ver 94» Vetch 80^ Peas 72, Soybeans 
58 cmd Beans 40#
F urther American data in  respect o f b ie n n ia l and perenn ial 
legumes estim ates th a t H -fix a tio n  over several m illio n  acres rmxges 
from 30-150 lb  o f H per acre (Lipman and Conybeare, 1936)* and ex p eri­
ments over 10 years conducted by lyon and B ia s e ll (1934) on lucerne  
showed an annual n e t gain (compared w ith  cereals) o f 251 lb  o f N v ia  
sym biotic f ix a tio n . Also work by Wagner (1954) using Ladino w hite  
clover and t a l l  fescue in d ica tes  th a t the amount o f N fix e d  by the  
clo ver in  the mixed sward to  be equ ivalen t to  I 69 lb  o f N/aore/annum* 
In  the North Is la n d  o f New Zealand, where c lo ve r growth is
active for 9-10 moatlis in the year, Boaro (1950) haa obtained 
figures for N fixation of ap|>ro3dmatoj!y gOO lb per acre per year# 
Eivascl (1950). quotes figures of 100-200 lb of nitrogen'fixed ■ ' 
and harvested by some lo^ u^meo and Yankovitoh (1940) worki%ig with 
annual legumes siioh as beans end lentils puts tho f a t  about 
450 lb of 1 per. aoro*
Under field oondii;ions In Bweclon, Bjalfe (1955) has estimated 
tho maximum amount of fixation to be in tho region of 267-35? lb 
N/aore/amium for clover and Income and 134-178 lb...H/abre/annum for 
pees and vetohes#
In Finland, Vlrhmon (1956) suggests 178-26? lb of N as being 
tho amount fixed by a good rod olover sward and with peas a 
of appro^dmately 98 lb N, Ho goes on further to suggest that 
where the summex' is loh(pr‘than'in'Finland end the weather favour-'' 
abl.o, 357-4iî-6 lb of N should be fixed by rod olo'ver and oven higher 
figures for blue lucerne#
GM%man, Liebig and Raynor (1949), working with purple vetch 
and sweet clover as winter cover crops in California, indicate a M 
fixa-tion ■ level of around IgO lb per acre and Karrakor, Bortnor and 
Fergus (1950) in Kentucky suggest the follovdng:- vihito clover 
148 lb, red clover 1?X lb, lespedosa 206 lb and lucerne 223 lb of 
nitrogen per acre per annum*
In mga.rd to H transference, Allen and Allen (1958) and Walker, 
Orchiston and Adams (3.954) both emphasise in their reviews the fact 
that not all ex|3erimonts conducted to assess N transference from
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leginno to have shown any benefit* Wilson (1939) in
his book deplete tlmothy/alsike elqver» Ganadian blnegraos/white 
clover and Kentucky bI\iegmsa/v;hito clover combinations quite 
depressed in their growth compared vrXth tho single spocics#
Basse 1 (1958) Using oats m d  vetches and Trumble and Strong (1954) 
oxporlmentlng with Xxxoomo/subterxmnoan olov0r/po3?enaial ryegrass 
and with lucemie/snbterx'anegm oXovor/phalaria tnbefopa mixtures 
both wore miable to ohovi' clear cut evidence of H benefit to i:he non- 
legume* Strong and Trtmblo (1939) ahowed from their pot oDcporlmonts 
with oata and inooulo.ted peas, groim together in pure sand, tîmt by 
reducing the day length they could obtain a significantly IrxÿxoT 
nitrogen content in the cereal component* Some exacting conditions 
may thus bo required before the traxmfer of nitrogen from legume to 
non-legume takes plo.ce# It would appear therefore that the 
potential for benefiting the non-legume is present under moot 
circumstances but tlio pliysioal conditions of the cnviromaent are 
oometlmco acting as a soreon. Butler and Buthhurst (X956) suggest 
that the Btimulation to the growth of associated grassea by clover 
can be observed sioc laonths after sowing, which suggests that this 
benefit occurs before root decay ;lc likely.
Johnstcne-Wallace (1937) repo%»ting on the growth of grasses 
alone and in conjunct ion with wild white clover at Goraell where 
limcf phosphate and potash had been used üb a basal fertiliser 
droseing showed that poï’Oïmial ryegrass grown alone yielded 1,673 
lb DM per acre with a protein content of In association
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with clover the total yield'wont up to 3,360 lbs# 1)1- per aero and 
'the protein oontent itioi'Oaood to This higher protoia oon-
tent was due partly to the presence of clover itaolf v/hioh has a 
naturally higher ïiitrogon content tha^ii grass and at the same time 
the protein level in the grass, grown in asaociatiozi, was also 
higher. Johnetone-lTallace aaoribes the higher x^ rotein Content in 
the grace to the H tâi'ansforred by the clover and to raoro ^ 'aVourable 
growth eayiditiono recorded whei^ e the two wore grown together 
(increase in the water absorption and smaller diuri’iaX fluctuations 
In temperature viR« 47-68^? compared with 40-73^F xûien grass was 
grown alone).
Several workers have grown gracaoB with tmd without clover mid 
asoecGod the benefit of the association and a cummaiy of their find* 
ingo appear in Table’ A*
Other workers have evaluo.tod this N-travisferanoe from clover 
to associated grass in terms of tho level of combined fertiliser 
nitrogen which is roqtrired by grass alone to give the same pro­
duction*
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by /<mss alqn© to replace the gross offeot of clover
Author 
rnimmi 1959
Holmoa and 
Maolmsky 1955
Cowling and 
Green 1956
Wagner 1954
(a) and (b)
imasiâMJiSâsâ
EyegrasB (3 years)
Average of 12 grassea 
(5 years)
Cocksfoot 
(short période)
Cocksfoot (2 years) 
Tali Feaouo (2 years)
on N yiel
baais
m 260-278
121 212
162 238
Approx, 200
160+ 160+
Under New Zealand conditions Sears (1953) showed a 500^ increase 
in the total amount of herbage on the inclusion of white clover to 
seeds mixtures and under the circumstances quoted the yield of Idle 
grass component had move than doubled# Reporting on trials at two 
centres he estimated that a total of 230 lb and gOO lb of nitrogen 
vmre fixed per acre per annum of v/hich 55 lb and I40 lb respectively 
wore transferred to grass*
Cowling and Green (1954) working with a cocksfoot and white clover 
simrd, which contained 30-48?î of clover, reported a yield of 170 lb of 
nitrogen per acre and they were able to show that this was 30 lb higher 
than a no-clover sward receiving 157*5 lb of fertiliser nitrogen* Of 
tho 170 lb of nitrogen in a mixed swaid 120 lb \jem su%)plied by the 
clover component s 75 lb being contributed directly and 45 lb 
indirectly.
1*52 Hon-confiivtiatQïrf evidoncQ
Bo far the evicteioe has beon presented for nitx^ og^ n fixation, 
nitrogen "exudation" and nitrogen transfer from legr^ me to non- 
legume grown in association#
lYorkius with soy beans grown'in originally sterilised sand 
cultures Bond (1938) however revealed no evidence of any appreciable 
amounts of nitrogenous excretions in tho root medium, neither v;as 
there any evidence to show that barley when introduced into the poto 
showed any uptaîco of nitrogen# •
Bjalfve (1940) in BVeden,’working with peas in association with 
potatoes or maise grown in pot experiments concluded that there were 
no special N benefits to be derived from the ].egume by tho non-legume. 
The commonly accepted view at that period of a passage or diffusion of 
nitrogenous substances from legume nodules through the soil to 
associated non-legume species could not bo confirmod.
Emiik (i960) worki)ig a-t Wageningen with l^ rennial Ryegrass and 
white clover,- at l6^ C and with low and high light intensities (3 and 
6 X 10^ " erge/om'^ /^sec*^  ^réspecti%»^ ely) has helped to interpret the 
"competition factor" existing between these species v/hen grom to­
gether* His results indicate that low light intensities do not 
limit grass growth, the limiting factor is almost certainly low 
nitrogen levels* In these ex|)ariments there was no evidence of a 
direct transfer of nitrogen from tho clover to the grass and also 
clover did not hamper nitrogen uptake by tho grass* This is likely
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to 1)0 80 \ûien the rate of the density or the aotivity
of the oXorer roots are loss than that of gmso* ./it high
intensity the oloversgraso ratio inoreased until the grass.yanishod 
ehereaa at low intensity, an egniXlhrium mm reached olorerjgrass ** 
3:2. ,
haissns and Teilhard do Chardin (1902) worhlng with perennial 
ryegrass and several varieties and types of white plover and.cutting 
their plots four times per season showed little change in dzy matter 
yielda between grass alone and grass plus clover on the application 
of fertiliser ’^U An extract of their data, relating to perennial
ryegrass with Hevr Zealand white olo've.r (Certified Mother Seed) or
S*1(X) appears holowi’'^ ,
D»M, Tiolds  ^ Tons/âpre.
Ho nitrogen 
fertiliser
134 Ih n
per acre
Crass t Cert 
white clover
1,94
3.40
Craas  ^S,100 
white clover
1*96 1.70
3.60
WW#***
Qraaa
alone
3.43
Fortilisor
effect 1,64 1&64
Practically the™same response to I34 lb H was obtained whether or 
not cloverc was present* Prom these data it would be reasbna.bXe to 
infer that transference of nitrogen from the clover to its companion
grass apeoles was either oxtreiuely email'or nbu^ existaut. Recent 
trialSg. involving Inoeine and meadow fescue reported by Bllis- De,vle$;i.uvuj,v;,uig aua jnitjuuuvj x^ s^uuts xx^pux'tieo, uy j/avtOC
(1964) have not been able to confirm the olover^ g^rase picture in 
relation to H tranoferonoe and consequent honefitto the grass 
species* In this expe^ /lment meadow fescue grown alone and roXy^ jig 
ontix'oly'on minemllsatrlon of the soil for its M took up more 11 per 
acre than when in association with lucerne either broadcast or 
drilled*
' Meadow .feacu© 4 - Meadow fas cue
Meadow fescue alone Broadcast lUcomc Drilled lucerne
30*1 20*3 24*1
it must however ho recorded that the lucerne in the mixed awards 
took up 205 IW* of M per annmij» and when these mixed stands were 
ploughed in, an indicator crop of rape showed an up-^ -tako of 29 lb 
of I per acm compared with only 11 Ih when grom after the meadow 
fescue* Reasons put forward for this inability to ohov/ any H trans- 
ferenoe from lucerne to meadow feecue wore that the lucerne was 
extremely competitive for space, water and nutrient uptake thus 
dominating the non-aggressive grass S3?ocios.
from the evidence presented and from other experimental data^  
on balance, it would appear that the concept of ‘Tî^ fixatlon, 
transference and associated benefit to a non"^ le#me" can be accepted 
In prinoiple* Dnder the speoifio circumstances of using white clover 
and perennial grasses this principle appears to have few exceptions 
particularly when gracing animals are used in defoliation. Here the
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major ooHtrrlbution to M tmnsferenae undoubtecl/ïy comovs from duug .and 
urinary nitrogen and their acosleratlon of the relatively slow nitrogen 
eyolo* Where cutting and the removal of horbo.ge ia the method of 
defoliation it Is questionahla whether the principle onkllnod above 
applies* The object of thin the a le is to study the- nitrogen economy of 
perennial ryegraes and whi’be clover under a range of cutting frequencies 
in order to teat the concept in the abaonoo of as many external 
influencing factors as is possible*
Tn 2ieax*ly all the oxperimen'tal findings bo far quoted on the 
amount of transference from legume to associated grasses such 
evidence is by inference grass and cloves:* yield minus grass yield 
when gromi alone being the method of assessment. One recently pub** 
lished paper by BaMiuis and 10.ote%* (1965) has attempted to rectify 
this situation by 6xamin3.iig grass and clover grow:ln.g singly and then 
comparing these obsorvationa with grass and clover together with and 
withoi.it root separation of the epeoies* tn a two year field experd*^  
ment these two Dutch v;or3tors studied pure stands of white clover, 
perennial rye grass and cocksfoot with alternate rows of clover and 
grass species and with separated and unseparated root systems on a 
Bitz’ogon deficient soil ^ 91? ï sand, clay and 2^ Îiîm u b . They 
measured the dry matter yields and protein content of,the heii^ age 
and predicted the protein yields (since the clover was not %mlghed) 
by applying va%%ylng competition models derived from Be Wit*s competition, 
theory (Do V/it I960; De Wit, Bmik, fan Den Bergh and Sonne veld I960; 
and Be Wit and fan Ben Bergh 1965)* The main conclusions in this
2b
pertinent paper were as follows:-
(1) The goneral picture of dry matter yield was similar for graas in 
association with clover compared with graaa alone with and without 
root segregation.*
(2) Below ground barricra were reapcnaiblo for lower yields of dry 
matter,
(3) Orude protein yields. of grass plus clover compai^ ecl with gra&a 
alone indicated a cim'iXar picture to the dry matter yield data,
(4) The crude protein contenta in the dry matter of graos In mixed 
stando were higher than thoao ûn pure graaa atanda *
(5) In the first two cuta of ryegrass and first three outa of cooks*** 
foot, grass alone yielded more than grass in eisaociation with clover, 
3)ur;lng the later euta, grass benefited increashig3.y orul significantly 
from the clover. From the sowliig and harvesting dates I'oported 
this means that a signifioant contribution by clover to associated 
grass species was demonstrated 92 days after sowings This was con­
sidered to be an above-*groiincl influence and the direct result of 
nitrogen which had leached from decaying clover leaves and petioles. 
Perennial lyegras s appeared to be more effective In taking up this 
nitrogen*
(6) A significant undex'^ ground nitrogen effect was observed after 
days in x*©speot of perennial rjograss and after 2ÿ days in respect
of cocksfoot I both resulting from the association with clover,
(7) The orîide proto:la contents of the dry matter of clover rUi mixed 
stands were mostly slightly lower than those of clover only*
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(8) Mixed stands of grass and clover in the year of establishment 
yielded considerably more than pure grass stands but less than pure 
clover stands. Also in the establishment year the quantity of 
nitrogen fixed by clover in above-ground and underground parts of 
the plants amounted to about 13-4-143 lb nitrogen per acre,
These results, the circurastances under wMoh they v;ere obtained 
and their application in relation to those obtained under field con­
ditions in Scotland will be discussed later. (Sect, III).
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BYMDIOSI&, "**'
1.61 Bp'll orgau:3>c. matter
The mmmX docomposition of organic matter, under aerobic con­
ditions, will liberate nitrogen ih foma available fov plant growth 
and the amount released, under a given set of climatic and edaphio 
conditions, will he directly proportional to the level of organic 
matter which the coll contains,* Total nitrogen mialysea of the 
soil from the plots in the trial area at idle beginning of the 
experiment (Table 1 Appendix B ) indicated a range of 0#25 to Q*2$% 
nitrogen, with an average of 0*26?^ # According to Vfalker, Orchis ton 
and Adams (195^*.) this would suggest an annual contribution of approxi­
mately 45 lb of nitrogen for plant growth from the disintegration of 
soil organic matter*
1.62 Rainfall
Miller (1909), working at Rothamsted,, whex^  the o,verage annual 
rainfall is 26?^  inches Meteorological Office Data (1959), reported a 
3^’ear3y contribution of 4 lb of nitrogen, in the form of ammonia and 
nitrates, per acre per annum from the x*a:inwater. In America., Boland 
(1952) has estimated this figure to be 9 lb nitrogen per acre per 
annum at Cornell and Rrikson (1992) in a survey quotes a range of 
2-20 lb of nitrogen from rainfall in a season using data from various 
parts of the world. Goldschmidt (1954) estimated this range to bo 
of the order 4-10 lb of nitrogen per aero whereas Brovex* and Barrett- 
bonard (1956) restricting their observations to the wheat belt of 
Western Australia recorded 0.6-3* 7 lb of nitrogen dux'ing a season.
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Tlrlo work In Australia, carried out over the four years X932-19S5, 
indicated that ammonia vms the prlaoipal nitrogenous constituent 
of the rainfall for 'the inland, contres whereas nitrate formed the 
major part at the coastal station end that the magnitude of soil 
nitrogen gain could not he related to either total rainfall or 
locality* Hov/ever^  on close examination of their data, the hi^ ÿiost 
recorded figure for total amount of nitrogen at each of the six 
centres was recorded in the season with the highest total rainfall.
It is perhaps, wortliy of note that the total aveurage annual rainfall 
for Forth (Yiostom Australia) - namely 36 inches (Mojnar 1961) is 
very shailar to that experienoed at AuoMncruive (see metoorological 
data in Appendiec) 37 :Wchos, although the distribution and density 
pattorno are dissimilar*
1.65 Bacteria
1,é 31 donua Asatoh actor
Within this gems the tlireo species ohroDOpqoiUiU boijorinokii 
and yinelandii are considered common in soils Russell (1961).
These aez’ahic bacteria are usually confined to soils rich in phospîiat© 
end at ;pH values above 5.8 aoG03.\î5:ag to Jensen (l950a) and Kaila (l9%) ^ 
Mclhaight (1949) howover, reported a few in soils with a pH hotween 0.5 
and 6.0 and TsoHan (%953&) and Jensen (1955) have also recorded their 
presence under acid condit5.onsB Although Starkey and De (1939) were 
able to demonsbrate that Asotobacter Indioum, vrhea isolated from 
Indian soils, was capable of nitrogen fixation under acM conditioaa, 
the pres on CO of this species in soils of F/ostexn Europe is considered 
rather doubtful*
In 0plt© of the fact tlmt Asotobaoter aro common in
coils, Moiklojoim, workinn at Bothams ted (quoted by Bussell 1961}, 
Jenaen (1950h) in Denmark and Audorsou (1938) in America all xoport 
low cell numbers per gram of soil, thus ouggostiug low levels of 
nitrogen fixation, An estimate of this value was propounded by 
Albrecht et al in 1956 who put fortmrd the range 26-37 lb of 
nitrogen fixed per acre pax* season, Since the average pH on the 
experimental site, before application of lime, stood at 5*34 and 
bearing in mind the earlier references to pH and occurrence of 
bacteria together with the low bacteria counts reported by three 
authorities* it v?ou3.d be unreasonable to expect a lax*ge ocmtribution 
of nitrogen to the soil from the asotobacter species present,
%'632
Originally classified as Asptobaoter, but diffoxdng in 
morphology and nutritional requirement* the tlireo recOg^ iised speoics 
of this genus are acid tolerant and are assumed to belong to a 
tropical genus Tschan (1953b). Partial confirmation of this 
hypothesis has been offered by Kluyver and Becking (1955) who failed 
to record significant!giumtities temperate soils and althougli tliey
are proven nitrogen fixers* further discussion of this genus is deemed 
unnecessary,
1,633 Gonup, l^ lcstridium
These anaorobio bacteria occur ividoiy in soils according to 
Bussell (1961)* but from the results of early laboratory toots have 
almost been discarded as significant nitrogen fixing organisms on the 
ground of ineffioienoy* Hosenblum and Wilson (19495 1950) however*
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using H m x e able to show that out of the fifteen clostridia
tested oiUy three failed consistently to fix nl'trogca* and later . 
they demonstrated that on mi absolute basis clostridia-wera 
axïpro,id.inately half as efficient as asotobaoter in fixing nitrogen#
Working vnlth Olgstridium. butyidoum and using glucose as an energy 
source* Itoker (1954) reports that 2? mg nitrogen were fixed per 
gmm of carbohydrate diasimilated.- This is high compared tdth 
the nitrogen fixing potential of many of the .asotobaoter species 
quoted by Mutman (1959) in his review. ïkidor field conditions 
Albrecht and his oc-workers (1956) suggest that clostridia are 
capable of fixing between Ê and 4 lb of nitrogen per acre per season#
1*634 Genus Pseudmomas
IMo is the second most widoly distributed genus in soils* 
containing apeoies associated with the lirisoaphore of plants and 
some of these species are able to utilise molecular nitrogen Anderson 
(1955), Voeta and Debacker (1955) and 11‘raoilhiikcv (1950), Wilson 
and Proctor (1958) 2%E%ve suggested that species of Faeudomonaa can fix 
atmospheric nitrogen to a limited extent under aerobic conditions and 
to a greater extent when the oxygon supply is restricted# Surveying 
prairie soils* Rml and Hewtovi (196I) report the presence of tm asoto- 
baoter species m d  l^ seudmonas asptof^ censis but on isolation and growth 
on oarbohydr/iito and maBnitol respectively they demonstrate a low fixation 
of nitrogen by the pseudomonas compared with the asotobactor, Ihic 
inference of low nitrogen-fixing efficiency docs not confirm the rate 
earlier quoted by Roy and Mukherjeo (1957) namely 17 mg niti^gen fixed*
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when $mwa pure oultura* per gram of mannltol disaiiiiiXated* wMoh 
oompai*es favourable with some of the figures for aisotobactei’ 8peoie& 
eitocl :3n Hutman^a review (1959) *
1.635 Aorobaotor and 'Âohypmobaotêr genera
Wilson and Bus^ ria (1953) oxomin^ iig several strain a of ■
Aorol^ acter aerogenea demonstrated that one waa oapable of fixing 
small but aigï'iifleant (pantltloa of nitrogen* Ihla was measured 
via an iaotoplo technique aa the normal Kjeldehl doto^ widmitlon was 
not rsenoitivo enough, Two years later this was confixwied by Wilson 
and Hamilton (1955) and Jensen in 1956 sliowed tlmt this species 
fixed 4 mg of nitrogen per gram of sucrose when grova as a pure 
culture,
Wilson and frqotor (1958), study^ ÎJag Aohromobaoter and Pseudomonas 
together wore able to demonstrate that speoios from those genera oould 
fix atmospheric nitrogen to a limited extent under.aorobio conditions 
and better still when the oxygen supply was restricted,
1.636 Genera, . of . Photo synthetic Baoteria.
. During the period 1949’^52 several .authors i%)ortad nitrogen 
fixation by photosynthetic bacteria vis;- 
mqaqanWllum - Kamen and Gent (,l9k9) and (1952).
Ghromatium and Chlprobapterium - Dlnstrom* Ibve and Wilson (1950), 
Rhodonspudofflonas and I^ hodomiprqbium - .Biudstrom* lewis and Pinsky (1951). 
These* however will not contribute significxmtly to soil nitrogen supply 
in cultivated land since they are obligate anaerobes with 0/ natural 
habitat below watei"* in mud or under algae (Garrett 1963),
Reviewing non-symbiotic bacterial nitrogen fixation Heiry (1909)
suggested a maximum of 10 mg of nitrogen per gram of nutrient con- 
sumed whilst Hutchinson (lgl8) showed that 6 mg of nitrogen vfere 
fixed per gram of plant residue under laboratory conditions rising 
to 9 mg nitrogen in pot experiments, Where conditions are favour­
able for these free living bacteria* namely a proper source of oner#'* 
sufficient neutralising lime, adequate available phosphates, soil 
aeration and correct soil temperatures Sipfol (1912), Waksman (1927) 
envisaged a range of 15-40 lb of available nitrogen fixed per acre 
per annum and usually not more than 10 lb would be the figure for 
average field conditions. This range or,postulated average figure 
may well be on the low aide when one ■ considers the many organisms now 
accepted aa nitrogen fixers which v/ex’e not considered in the mid 1920*0.
iS^ ionsiCQtSS'-^
This group of heterotrophic organisms resemble both fimgi and 
bacteria* connection with the former being in mode of development and 
with the latter in their intolex'anoo of acidity. According to 
Kras11'nikov (1958) there are species belonging to the Genus 
Mycobacterium which can utilise atmospheric nitrogen and this was 
demonstrated earlier by Hovak and Dvorak,ova (1955) who showed a 
fixing of 15 mg of nitrogen per gram of sucrose dissimilated,
Hocaidia species have also been x^ eoorded as nitrogen fixers by 
Metcalfe and Brown (1957) being higher when the carbohydrate substrate 
mm cellulose compared with a mannitol energy source« In spite of 
the claims by Russell (1961% that actinomycetes are Vezy active under 
grassland and may be the dominant miom-organism in the top fevi inches 
of soil in the environment, they still have to bo proved as signifi­
cant contributors to the soil nitrogen supply.
3k
1.% B m &
These autôtrophic organlmme ooour In large nu#em on the-surfaeo 
and' witMn the top few inohea of soils and vihom thqy oan bo trmeil to 
lower ionths tte agents of motivation have boon yoinfoll# cultural 
oporationoi s o il fimm o r oombiuatloaa o f thooo I9631
Ruoaollg 1961* Tobmt mû  ^ hltobouoo» 1903)* It hag alao bean 
suggested that thoir oxiotonoo at lower depths 4o oommimt ©ptonoi^ al 
(Garrotty 1963)* Of tW four gmnp# of algno, bIuQ-g%'oon- 
yo lW -g ro m  and groou algao
(SâSffiïÊÏBiBB) the f ir s t  oner is  oouoornod w ith  tlio  fix a tio n  o f 
atmoApkexdo %o nitm geh fittin g  gouom- bolongliig to
Gymo#yooae aw  asoooiaW  w ith  ric e  o u ltiva tio a a  (Hingh*
WatmmbOjj Hishlgaki aad Kouiohi, 1.951; Williams and furs?is* 1952) 
and in this mvironwmt axo able- to oontrlbuto very significantly to 
the M il nitrogen status# and Mandai (1956) !' iudioatcd an
average annual oonW&ution of %lb and a range'be Weon 14 and 711b 
of nitrogen pop- acre from the hlti0^ *ip,vm algae under rioo cultivation# 
Those mioro-onganiomc appoar to mnalX qmmifiMoB of molybdenum
for efficient functioning (BorW.o, 1940)* mid their optimum pH la on 
the alkaline side of nonbrealty* a festaro which may maim they arc? 
precluded from the soils te tWa© • oxpcrimontg# Bussell (1961) iu Ma 
aurvqy of noil mioro^orgouigw states that there is no poaitiva evidence 
that algae contribute, ai^ difioantly to the sell nitrogen status in 
■tQmpùXàtù te spite of their wjdesproad oüaum'ôûùo^
3S
1,66 Yeacta
Within this group of orgonlamo* a lîhodotorula and a Sacoharomyooto
era known to be nitrogen fixera * They were Isolated from the âX hori-
gion below a botuXa^ '^ qa.lluna heath by MetoaXfe and Ohayen (3.954) and when
grow2i OB mannltol plates exhibited nitrogen fixation equal to 4 mg of
nitrogen per gram of mannltoX oxpendod# Eobs'rts and Wilson (19%)
.15working' with those yeasts extracted by Ohayon and using If * showed their 
nitrogen fixing oapaoity as ^^lOth and ^^ gOth of that of asotobaoter, 
Binoe they were only found under very acid conditions (pB 4*5)* were 
only isolated in small numbers and appear vo*y lueffxcdent fixers by 
other standards, it would be reasonable to assume little or no eontrJ-- 
bution to soil nitrogen in the experiments described in this thesis.
3<5
Boivrco
X, Soil organic matter
2, Rainfall
3, Asotobaotor species 
ij. rt Bei j erinckia a pe oies 
5, Clostridia
6 « Pseudomonas
7- Aerobaoter and Aohromo'baotor 
8# Hiotoaynthotic bacteria 
9* Aotteoïiy cotes 
10, Algae 
II* Yeasts
Aiaoinit of nitrogen*)»
ij*»
43"50
5
26-57
Probably nil.
Pory small if 
organiara is 
present te 
the soil
?ery small
JFrobobly nil.
Small?
?
Probably nil, even 
at vary low pH con­
tribution very
75-!J6+
In round figures, 80-100 lbs* of 
nitrogen could bo available per 
season from all sources*
g .s g c m  I I
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2. SKG'HOM II.
2 .1  OBJBCCTBS. MKSRlHMfgS AWÎ). 'ÆEGMI0GK8
2.11 Olijoostlves and tKlal layouta
From the literature it la evident that 3.ittJ.e or no a,ttempt 
has bean made at a direct ova'luatlqn of nitrogen trana.faranoe from 
clover to grass under field conditions, Dhdar controlled conditions 
In the laboratory■and in green house studios the transference has been 
assessed with other species and with grass and clover In the field 
indirect or predicted values have been calculated, The following 
objectives and questions Mve therefore been posed appertaining to 
the nitrogen economy of Hew Zealand perennial lyegrass - How Zealand 
white clover associations
(a) In the absence of fertiliser nitrogen, to study the 
nitrogen and dry-^ matter yi^ elds that can be obtained over a three 
year period;-
(1) Uador normal root conditions in the field 
(ii) under field conditions where the root systems 
are kept separate using black polythene*
(b) To ascertain the effect, if any, of different cutting 
frequencies (2, 4 and 6 outs per annum) on the nitrogen economy of 
the association*
(o) To test the theory of Walker et al (1954) regarding the 
soil K level and pradicta.ble clover contribution towards the gi’aas 
nitrogen,
(cl) To ascertain through observation plots the approximate 
level of fertiliser H that has to be applied to a pui'e stand of Men
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Zealand perennial ryegrass :ln order to obtateî-
(i) The same D*M, yield as that obtained from grass 
and olover oombined without fertiliser H*
(ii) The same HI* yield ao that ahtateed from grass 
and clover combined without fertiliser H,
(o) To test the findings of Jolmstone*'Wallace in respect of 
diurnal fluctuations in mioro-climatio temperature at ground i.cvol 
in grass versus grass plus clover plots,
(f) To measure the diumal fluctuation in micro-climatic 
temperature at ground level under the déferont cutting frequenclGs 
established in the trial,
(g) To comparo the effootlvity of the natural strain of 
Rhisohia in the site against one: of the most effective knovm,
Tho main trial designed to answer most of the questions is a, 
split plot layout with four replications *
Main treatments (3) 2 - Twice during the season
(cutting frequency) 4 - Four times * ” "
6 - 31X times " *
Subsidiary treatments (2) a - Root systems combined
b - Root systems separated#
A series of grass plots was also established at the side of the 
tidal in order to cover (d) and the question posed in (g) are covered 
by a small randomised block trial, referred to as the **clover 
inoculation trial# *'
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In addition, it was thought uecaasary to tost the permeability 
of the black polythene used as barrier material* This was don© 
both in the laboratory and under field oonditions the results being 
discussed :hi the appendix*
Also a measure of the p%sloal effect of the polythene v/as 
obtained in a randomised block trial in the field# Thi^  was 
established in a manner similex" to tWb described for the main 
trial except that the polythene was placed at right angles to the 
rows instead of being parallel to them* Again the results from 
this trial afe discussed iu the appendix.
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Koy to aviübols uoecl in the master plan of trials iiud observation
, . . ;s.
Main f<rass and olovor trial
2 «► Main treatment tv/o outs per ammn 
4 ^  Main treatment four outs por annum 
6 - Main treatment si?: outs per annum 
a - grass and clover with integrated root systems#
b grass and clover with their root systems segregated*
Hop 1  ^Hepiioate number one* (for all replicated experiments)
Hep 2 « Eeplioate number two, etc#
Plxvsioal effoot of the nolythone trial
F grass and clover plots with polythene at right angles to 
tho line of drilling.
control plot, grass and clover growing normally v/ithout 
the introduction of polythene*
Permeability tests on the uolvthen©
A “* Grass + fertiliser nitrogen (4 x 8 cwts*/acre 21^ îlitro^ ehalîc)
B ^  Grass in close proximity to nitrogen applied in A, but
separated by polythene 
0 ^ Grass distant from fertiliser 
Grassland observation plots 
HO •* Control plot without fertiliaer nitrogen*
HI 1 owt* of nitro^ohalk per cut, equal to %#G8 lb H/aore/annum*
H2 -* 2 owts* of nitrof*chalk per out, equal to 188*16 lb H/acre/annura*
H3 3 cwts. of nitro-*ohalk per cut, equal to 282*24 lb H/aore/annum*
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H<?i- - 4 Gwts, of per out, equal to 373^ 32 lb H/acre/annpm,
H5 5 cwts* of nitro-*ohaIk per cut, equal to 478*W) lb H/aore/aïmura*
H6 *- 6 cwts* of nitro-^ ohalk por out, equal to 564*48 lb H/acro/aanum*
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2*3.3 Bsspaylmental sites, ontabiishmeut and ijiethods used 
2*131 Detail a. of exix^ rimental. sites 
Geomu)Mo location Fields^ Boe Field*
Farm!*- West of Scotland Agricultural
College, Auohinoruive, Ayrshire, 
(national Grid Bef* I*S* 38723#)
Rat. Q()° 29' M.
W g .  _A&.331W.
Soil types**
Bandy Tioam over red-bro?ra aendy clay vd,th coal measures below* 
Asneots*»
4^  Slope in the direct of the S*W# with conifer wood to the
north, the trial area itself being surrounded immediately on all sides
by a lyegrass ley#
Freviou s cropoing and manuring
1962 Potatoes* 10 owt*/acre 12^ 1 Ht 12>t p^ Ogt IQJS K^ O*
1961 Peas and
beans 4 owt./aore O^i Ht 2^^ 5*
ProFfir*ation of .thCj...experimental. aite>
During tho autumn of I968 and spring of 1953 the trial area was
hand dug to remove weeds :ln particular Agropyrum repons* In March
1953 thé land was marked out plot by plot and soil analysis done *»
(for methods and details of analyses see appendix)* As a result
tho whole area received a dressing of lime on 26th Uarùh which was
desired to correct the pH from its previous level to a pH of 6*23*
It v/as' considered tivmiso to correct to neutrality clue to the risk 
of rendering several important trace elements unavailable and it 
was also considered unwise to attempt a plot by plot correction, 
fhis is condemned on the basis of introducing additional para«* 
meters to the specific treatments* Phosphate and potash levels 
v/ore low and medium respectively and to mask any plot variations 
and to give sufficient fertiliser for establishment and growth during 
the maiden year the whole area received a dressing of 100 units of 
oaoh* (i.e# 112 lb of and 112 lb per acre). This was 
applied in granular form on 26th March and v/as v/orked into the top 
soil* Hajf the ejjperimontal sito was excavated to a depth of 15 
inches taking care to keep the various soil horizons separate* A 
double layer of 500 gauge black po3ythone was laid every 6** on those 
plots designated for root separation, and the soil was put back care-* 
fully in its correct order# This took place between March 28th and
April ii.th* The other half of tho site was dug ovor to simulate the 
soil loosening v/hich took place on those plots v/hioh had been excavated- 
2.132 BatablisMont. of., the trial
The seeding rate for the trial was 20 lb per acre of Hew Eealmd 
certified mother strain perennial ryegrass and 2 lb per acre of Hew 
JSealand certified mother strain white clover.
Fa oh plot contained 8 $%)ws, alternately grass and clover, and the 
seed was measured out for these (volumotrloally) on an individual row 
basis* Having marked out tho rows they were opened up with a rake 
and the seed was hand sovm and then covered. Seeding and brairding 
dates were as follows:*
aOTOG DATES 
Split: nlot trial 
April and 6th
Gras S'. ; QbsorvatioB plots ■ (.1363) 
April 8th
0lover inoculation trial (1965)
Polvthono.effoot trial (1964) 
23rd and 84th Mar oh 
Bsipaoability of polvtliéue .(1364) 
th July
BBAÏHDÎHG DATF8
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Glover 18th April 
Grass 21ot April
April 24th
April 23th
July 27th
2* 1,33 IllustrationB of method used in
©stabliateent
Hates 1*6
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PLATE 1. Excavation and separation of top-soil, sub-soil A 
and sub-soil B.
m m .
PLATE 2. Introduction of polythene barrier supported by 
light wooden frames between layers.
PLATE 3. Illustration of method of filling using wooden 
retainer board.
PLATE 4. Back filling with both sub-soil layers complete,
4 0
PLATE 5. Baok filling with both sub-soil layers complete 
on three sections.
PLATE 6. Pinal layer of top soil added.
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2.2 m m  mm m m  mtM, w. iTs Y m  1963
3 0 21 Preliminary detaxlg
During the establishment jaar of this trial it was considered 
impractical to apply the full treatment effects In vmjpQt of cutting 
frequency and a modified set Yjore clravm up as follows:-
2 Cuts/âimUBî 4 Uuta/Annum 6 Guts/Annum
Establishment Cut July 9th July 9th July 9th
1st Out Bept, 30th Aug* 15th Aug* 15th
2nd Cut m 8ept; 30th 8ept* 16th
3rd Cut Mjk Oct. 16th
Botv/een the time of sowing (5/6th April) and the estahlisWent 
out (July 9th) several Imxià weedings wore carried out over the trial 
area# Most of the quick growing annual weeds were removed so as to 
oh ta to a uniform *^tako*' of grass and clover on all the x>lots#
Tao initial l^ raird was in fact uniform and an even growth rate 
of both grass and clover was recorded during the first si% weeks after 
emergence* However^  towards the end of June there had appeared slight 
diffomnoes between the suhsidlary treatments (a) root systems comhtoed 
and (h) root system SGparated). Ihere the roots v/cre combined (a) and 
tharefore imrestricted in movement a slightly taller, more vigorous 
perennial ryegrass m^ergocU On the other hand, when root separation 
was carried out as to treatment (b) and each component given its own 
rooting area due to the polythene barriers, the clover exhibited
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slightIv more vigo:raus growth* Those observations vrore verified by 
moGsnromonts taken ora 21st June end the mean values recorded were:-
•TÉÿia:r|.*'Mjrw«v*/rt.«ïri
Treatment
(a) Hoot systems eombined
Grass height 
ora
15.7
Clover height
Olfl
9*9
(b) Hoot systems separated 13.4 10.5
These differenoes, which were manifest approsjimatoly two months 
after brairding, are thought to have occurred due to below ground 
competition for root area, to dai‘ferential competitive ability of 
the two species mid, linked with both of these, the comparative root 
moiphology of each component#
On July 9th an establishment out was taken, firstly to aid 
uniformity in further growth and seoond'iy to eradicate further 
problems with annual weeds* The various hand wecdings carried out 
after brairding witïiin and between the rows of grass and clover were 
effective and data i^ ecorded at this period is accurate and worthy of 
examination.'
2.22 Summary of results r* Establishment cut - July 9th. .196j
2.221 Yield, of B.M..^ (lb/aore)» [Grass B'.M. 4- Clover 10*M*] 
The diffemicos between treatments a and b recorded in June were 
again present v/hen the establishment cut was taken and if anything were 
more pronounced#
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Treatment
G
Yield 
1,894 (l2Bfo)
Contribution made by grass dry matter 
as # Total B,M*
7 ^
1)
S,B.
1,476 (lOO?0
i 67 #
Total l)*Mù yields 26^ higher on treatment (a) and this v/as 
highly eignifioant# At tho same time the contribution made by the 
perennial ):yograss component was 7 ^  as against only 52fo on treatment
(b), ‘Where the perennial ryegrass is not restricted below ground it 
contributes muoh more to total production and as a result enhances 
total D*M. yield partly from the greater green yield present and partly 
througii having a higher D,M* % compared with the clover companion species
2,222 Chemical analyses 
Variations in both D&M* % w d  H fo in tho grass end clover wore 
extremely small and only one significant differenco was recorded betvæen 
treatments a and b, this being in the nitrogen content of the clover on 
these two treatments*
SJ *
Treatment f. D,M, % M
## toass Glover Grass Clover
a 14* 1^ 8.55 1,77 3.11
b 14.49 8.67 1.73 5.21
8,B. « 0,36 Î 0.15 20.042 2 0,027»
5 2
2-223 [Grass M -s- Glovor Nj
The nitrogen yield eacproasod In lb M/mm la slightly but not 
aighifioantXjr on treatment (a), This :aioreaae amounting to
10$ compared with treatment h is muoh lower ttum that experienced in 
tho comparable D,Mm yield data* It is .almost wholly accounted for 
by the change in pzcoportional representation to yield by the two 
components and the relatively largo differences in $ W; the grass 
component having only half the nitrogen oom%)ared with tho olovcr 
counterpart»
3?%'eatBiont 
a
N Yiold in ll)s»/aera 
40.6 (110^ )
Oontrlbution made by 
grace H as % total È
60$
b 36.8 < r."}&
t> * JLj o 1,98
At this stage it is important to regogni&e the 28$ difference in 
dxy matter yield and 10$ differcnoo :1n nitrogen yield^  both in favour 
of treatment (a) as a direct effect of the polythene barriers employed* 
Tho allocation of rooting space which has automatically followed the 
introduction of polythene below groimd has reduced the contribution 
made by the perennial ayegrass and has enhanced tho contribution made 
by the white olovox^  The largest contribution has been from the grass 
and a subsequent reduction in this has had an overall negative effect* 
If N^^transferwoe had taken place it is reasonable to assume that the 
fi H la the grass which was not separated from its clover companion
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species would *bo noticeably higher than viiero :lt had been kept 
separate*
In order to measure the phyoioal effect of the polythene uaed 
as underground harriers* a separate trial was established in 1964? 
Similar plot aises ?/ere involved and the grass and clover grown in 
alternate rows as before» here* however* the polythene of similar 
thickness and dimension was placed at right angles to the rows of 
herbage* It was incorporated in six plots with the same number 
used as controls*
2*23 Observâtions and details of treatment cuts
2.251 Post..C^ qtablishment cut braird check 
On July 15th when tho trial had recovered^  assessments of the 
actual **tak©*^ of each component were considered* Examination of 
each plot indicated a satisfactorily ui:iiform plant st^ md of clover*
In respect of the grass component* tiller counts revealed a satis­
factory braird* v#ith both treatments having over 300 tillers per 
linear foot of row and no significant differences between thorn*
Pollovmig tho establishment cut on Jnl^y gth the various treatment 
outs* modified as reported earlier* were taken throughout the remainder 
of tho 1963 season* Those have been separately analysed and grouped 
aooording to main treatment and appear in Tables I* XX and III.
2*232 Maiïi treatment 2 
Tildas involved a single out in 1963 and is reported in Table I,
A significantly higher D.M# yield was obtained on subsidiary treatment 
(a) but no diffex^ enc© was recorded in respect of E yield* The 
analysis of the clover fraction showed no significant difference in
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either $ or $ I'L The grass analysis however Indicated a 
higher D*Me $ on treatsioBt (a) hut a lower $ W,
2,253 t'îaltx treatment l\.
Two cuts were taken on tMs main treatment and these are 
analysed and presented :ln Table II « Ëosulta from August 15th 
indicate nothing significant in D*M« yields or W yields hut minor 
trends appear in the chemical analyses. $ is hl^ier on treat**
ment (a) for both grass and clover hut the reverse trend occurs in 
respect of M At the later date nothing significant appears la 
the data.
2*23A- Main treatment 6 
In addition to the estahlislmmit out* tln^ eo ts^ oatment outs were 
taken during 1963 on August Igth* Septcmhor 16th and October l6th* 
Individual analyses appear in Table III and indicate a. similar 
pattern to the one exhibited in treatment 4* Similar D.M* and H 
yields vîevo experienced with eaoh out and the chemical analysis 
revealed higher ï)*îvU $ and lower H $ on herbage from treatment ' (a) 
during the first cut on August 15th. The two latex'* cuts however 
indicated a similar chemical compoait;lon«
2-24
2.241
The figures incorporated in this final oixalysis for 1963 are 
the establishment Cut plus tho various appropriate treatment cuts*
The statistical broakdovm. of this data is in Table IV' together with 
a summary of the total yield of D»M* produced, })ur5ng the first 
year 528 pounds of dry matter were produced per acre on treatment (a) 
which repx^ esented an 18$ increase over treatment (b)* During the
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first few weeks after brair&tng this difference between (a) and (b) 
was quite mârked$ and M  the establishment out in July it amounted to 
2B$. Since then the magnitude of the drli^foî’enco between the two sub- 
sidiaxy treatments has progressively dooreasOd and although the final 
figure for total D*Ma yield shows in favour of (a), ha3f of tliis 
oan 1>o attributed to differential growth' up to the establishment out*
A reasonable oxpXanation for this phenomena lies in the mode of rbot 
colonisation of the available» Without polythene barriers below 
the aurfaoQÿ grass and clover roots develop unimpeded mid this will 
contribute towards growth above' ground without axy check, The intro** 
duction of impmetrable barriex's wall temporarily hAxibit root develop-* 
ment and until they have changed direction from a lateral to an upward/ 
downward movement on meeting the obstacle » there is likely to be a 
chock which could be man:U:’est in the above groxmà growth. It would 
appeal-* that undergromxd barriers have had a slight diffex*ent;lal effect 
OB the two species coneex^ ned particularly in the early stages of growth* 
The outcome being â reduction in the contributing power of bho grass 
compensâted by on increased development of the clover. It is in many 
Ways similar to^  but not identical with, the efikjct of frequent 
defoliation of mixed sivards# The average contribution to yie3.d 
by tho grass component throu{ÿioüt tho 1963 season %vas 74$ and 55$ for 
treatments (a) and (b) respectively#
2àdh2
As with total dry matter production, all recorded weighings in 
the first yeax* wore used to assess' tho total nitrogen yield from the 
trial and statistical analysis and summary of this data appears in
gé
Table V# treatments 2 v ij. v 6 are signifioaîitly cLiffox*ent at
P 0*05, 2 x'eproseating the i-eaat number of cuts being sl^xifioantly 
lower :ln total If yield than 4 (moAiuui cutting fz'emenoy) and 6 (the 
highest cutting frecfuerioy)# %ere the plots ware out twice during 
tho season cub-maximal yield resulted due to .shading* ovax*crowding 
and come senescence in the gmss and. clover growing close to tho 
soil and this was particularly prevalent in x*ospect of the olover • 
component* .SuhsidiatF treatments (a) mid (b) gave similar yields - 
109 and 100^ 6 lb M per aozre x’espeotivelj and the ititcx"aotiQn of 
cutting fraquency % (a) v (b) comparisons -were insignlficmrt* Tho 
average contribution to N yield by Idle grass component throughout the 
first year was 63$ and 43$ for treatments (a) and (b) x'cspaotively. 
These propo.irbionaX representations--to total M yield by the grass are 
approximate I;:/- 10$ lower than the corresponding fi#ira for total D*M* 
production and are partly responsible for similar H yields from these 
two treatments. Higher clover coatribirbion with its naturally higher 
nitrogen m^ alysis has compensated for lower yield, on those plots 
where the roots are separated (b)*
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2*25 Summary^  of ...the.,,1963 reaiilts
2.251 The.offeot of root segregation
The introduotioB of polythene harriers as in troatmoat (h) 
affected the initial growth of grass ojid clover and although the 
evidence showed this to be mrlnimal by the end of the seasoE* it was 
responsible fox' a small but significantly lower yield (18g%) in total 
D#M, production»
Total H yield was similar for both subsidiaxy treatments#
This was brought about through a higher clover contribution to 
fresh weight on treatment (b) coupled with the fact that this 
material contained almost double the $ px*otein compared with the 
grass# As a result* in spite of the higher B*M* yield reported 
above* total nitrogen yield remained the same#
2.252 Effect of ma^n ta^ atments 2. 6 outs per annum
Cutting twice gave aignifiofuatly lower total D#M# and M yields
Gomp^ ired with those plots receiving more numerous defoliations 
thx'oughout the season#
2.253 Interactions
The interactiom betv/een main and subsidiary treatments were 
insignificant both ta respect of total B#|.U production and total M 
yield*
2.254 Ohenical composition
Some significant diffex'cnces wore recorded between treatmnts 
(a) and (b) in respect of and Grass and clover
were hif^ ier on (a) at the beginning and on occasions at the end of 
the season but the was lower* flioso isolated differences are 
not considered of great importance when viewing the chemical data
5 8
as a whole*
2.255 3!nterim hypotheses on nitrogen, eponomy 
From the 1965 data the following tentative hypothegos may ho 
propoundedt
(a) During the ostaWiOtoent year of a grass and clover ley grown 
under the oonditiono deaorihed h% this experiment and with a soil H 
status of 0.26$ (a figures above average compared with Kay, 1934, hut 
higliox* than those reported hy Walî«>r et al all the atmpsphexdo
ixltrogm fixed by m% effootive syïahlatio rMsobia may he utilised hy 
the haoteria themselves mà the legume host,
(h) H int excess of ■ the haoteria and legume x'equirement is present rhi 
ai^ i^ifioant gutmtitles yet unavailahlo to the grass oompaixion species*
(c) H in oxoess of the haoteria and legume roquiremont is available 
in small quantities the uptake of whi.oh 1b masked by other larger 
agronomic features. (One possible explanation could be through tho 
changing pattern of praportlonal representations to yield by the two 
components).
(d) On those plots v;here the root systems are separated* soil 
mineralisation has released suffici<?rit N to maintain a high protein 
content of the grass in these areas* again masking a relatively small 
amount of transfer on tho cox*responding plots.
(e) Ineffective nodulation has meant little or no H fixation and 
therefore no release of M surplus to bacteria and legume requix’ementa «
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2.3 HBSUIÆS mOM llïB UKM i'RIAL :CM Î'JS gnâ YBAR 1964.
2,31 lyeliminaiTy détails
&
Following the final cut in 1963, the trial area received a 
dx*ess:lBg of phosphate and potash, (168 IW# per aore P^ Og mid 
X6B Iba# per aore K^ O) to rep3*enl8h the soil levela of these 
major nutrients * In 1964 the full number of treatment cuts were 
made on the following dates ; -
Gut Humber
Treatment 
a Gut s/annum
Q i .  i n r u m i i r , , ,  i i „ i .  ,  L . , i „ . n i i . L w n u r ^ r t i M i ^ u
Treatmont 
4 Guts/wmum
Treatment 
6 Cuts/annum
1 May 1st April 24th April 16th
a I  Oct. 1st June 15th May 13th
3 < # • Aug# 5th Juno 23rd
4 Oct. 7th July 28th
5 Sept, 9th
6 . . m Got* 14th 1
During this year the qlover began to grow into tho grass rows and 
throughout the season invadfmg stolons had to be rotrainod to grow 
within the limits of the polythene barriers employed. At the same 
time botanical separation of the out herbage had to be introduood to 
obtain an eoourate measure of the grass and olover components in the
6 0
2*32 Resultsfrom, the. .mah% ^ treatraentB
2.321.
Swïïorios of these data appear in tables ?X* VII and VIII ;bi 
tho appendix and represent the lot out* 2nd, out and total production 
respectively# Taking a broad view of. the. results through the total 
production for the year* there appears no significant differences in 
yield hotwçeu: the ,tv/o subsidiary treatments a and h :ux ros|)eet of 
green weight* dry matter yield or nitrogen yield#
Total production ■ • 
measured as:* Treatment a I’reateojit b
p - r o e n  vlold 
%ns/acre 17.17 15.76
j D.M. yield I
(xï'B.M* per acre) I 7641 6617
Hitrogen yield. I I
(lb I, pejf'aow) 138.64 159.93
Hov/ovor there still remained a difference between those trcsatmonts 
when tho proportional representation of the two oomponents for yield 
v/ore a&se&sed# Ünder treatment a* clover contributed 23.6$, 16*3$ and 
32*2$ towarcis green yield* D*M* yield and nitrogen yield respectively. 
Those figures rose to 3B«tl$* 2?#3$ and 4716$ for the oorroaponding 
yield data under treatment b,
Ohemioal composition of the grace and clover* in the form of B.M* $ 
and nitrogen $ appeared imtd^ feoted by segregation of roots,
2,322 Ma;1n treatment 4 . .
Bidividual treatment cuts am summarised in tables IK* X* II 
and XXI and show a.steilar but mot identical pa;bterm to tho less 
frequently out plots just reported# .There are mo yield differences 
between the subsidiary treatifteiits and neither does the chemical 
analysis reveal any significant ohanges in $ D*M* and $ N in the 
herbage# The contribution to yield by each oomponemt under this 
more frequent defoliation system now appears unaff’ectod by root 
segregation* {%ese observations are well corx^ oborated when the 
total produotion for the year is 0xamim.od in Table XIII* an extract 
from which ap^ e^ars below:*»
Total pi’oduotion 
moaBUred as:^
Green arjem
Tons/acre
Hitromi yield 
%ïb'm/acmj
Treatment a
22-45
(46#4$)
7,295
treatment b 
22*89
(50.3^ )
D.M. yield
(4P,1$)lb/acre
. .
197.73
(52.95?)
196.66
(Figures in brackets indicate .the contribution made by clover as a 
percentage total yield)
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2#323 Maim .treatment 6 out;
Tho results of the indi'rXdual eut.s from the most frequently 
dofoliatocl plots are summarised in tables XIV* XV* XVI* XVII* XVIII 
and XIX in tho • append!ss, A pattern emerged from-these data which 
is 8‘briilar to that already do&oribod in- reapeot of main treatments 
2 and 4? Yield and ohomioal analyais Indicate no ai^ piifioant 
differences between the oubslâiary treatments and as in main troa'Wnent 
2 the clover oontri-butlon is notably higher where the root systems 
have been segregated. Again those obsez'Vations are well confirmed 
when the total production for the year is escamined (Table XX), tm 
extract of the main features ^ appehf below :
Total production 
measured asa^ Treatment a Treatment b
Green yield 
Tmù/mreT^
20.28
(53.055)
21*93
(64.3^
D*M, yield 
(lb/ac%*e)
6,597
(43.4??)
6,956
(36.#
p.*ipÆJË^â
(lb H*/aora)
206.76
(55.9?^
229.07
(67.4#
(Figures brackets indicate the contribution made by clover as a 
percentage total yield)#
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2#324 Examination of the '.combined data rl.
jnalysis fom
Aîiialgamation of the data from each of the main treatments gives an 
overall picture of total green yield* total dry matter yield and total 
nitrogen yield in tables XXX* XXXI and XXIII, and the peroantago clover 
contribution to those yield measurements can bo studied in tables XXIV*
XXV and XXVI»
2*3241 Total raster yield in 1964 .
Total dry matter yields for lg64 appear to be unaffootcd by 
differing frequencies of defoliation *'2, 4 and 6 outs per annum being 
responsible for 7254* 7119 and 6777 lb of dry matter per acre 
respectively* A small but leant difference was recorded between
the subsidlaxy t:matments a mid b and this could still be legacy of root 
rostrlotloii which ims clearly manifest in the estoblisMent year* The 
interaction between main and subçidlarv treatments is si^ificant and 
can be partially interpreted through the higher clover contribution to 
yield where the root systema aro segregated compared with those areas where 
tho roots are combined (Table XXV) #
2.3242 ■ mk.al nlWgea yWia ln .1964
Iswaaslng the number of defoliations had little effect on total 
dry matter yield but they wore responsible for largo and significant 
increases in the total nitrogen produotlon, 2* 4 and 6 outs per ennum 
recorded 139* 197 and 218 lb of nitrogen harvested per acre 
respectively» This is in line with present concepts and is accounted 
for by the fact that young growth obtained by frequent cutting is
rich in nitrogen whereas old material*, although high in diy matter 
is not correspondingly hi^ in protein#
There was no apparent difference between the subsidiary treat* 
monts in rospeot of nitrogen yield# This can be explained via a 
hifd^ or clover contribution to yield under treatment b# which would 
delete any advantage which treatment a^  might have enjoyed through 
ahi^or dry matter yield# The interaction between main and subsidiary 
treatments in respect of total nitrogen yield for th# year was 
insignificant#
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2.4 PERIOD BEITOM ïlffl MST CUT 1« 1964 ASP giffl.PIRSg 01%' m  l9S5
Towards the a:ad of the 1964 growing season* small, random areas 
of clover on tho trial exhibited dark brown or black lesione* The 
causal orgaaisîiis were later identified as one or a combination of 
the follovdng fungi i--
(a) Bphaerulina trifolii (Hoatr) •» Burn
(b) Pseudopeslsa trifolii (Fr) fuckol leaf spot
(c) gymadothea trifolii Wolf
Stat* con. Polythrinoium trifolii (Ir) ^ Black blotch
On October 15th the trial area and surrounds were sprayed with 2 lb of 
sineb (65-70$ sine dlthlocarbaiiaate) in 30 gallons of water per acre#
This remedial measure again effected the following spring on 
Apiil 2nd and the clover remained healthy throughout 1965#
Following the final out in lg64 any clover stolons invading the 
area allocated to the neighbouring grass rows were retrained to grow 
in their own space rrltlnux the limits sot by the polythene barriers #
This laborious but necessary task was completed by Hovembor 10th#
On the following day the main area received its winter dressing
of phosphate and potash to replenish the soil supply Of those major 
nutrients# (Hate of applications- 112 lb of and 112 lb of K^O 
per acre)-
Duriug the period 5th-7th April* 19&5, ull dicotyledonous weeds 
were removed by hand from the trial and on April 8th. a further applica­
tion of phosphate m%d potash took place# (Similar application rate)#
bb
2,5 EESUm’S FROM fHK MAIN' TRIAT, M  ITS Jrd ÎBAR 3j6j
2*51 Prelimina^ çy, details
Xu 1965 tho full number of treatment outs wore effooted as ilti 
the p'roTious 5^0ar and they occurred on tho following datées-
fW%W;!4@A V y#wr,! r*rr##*
Cut Humber
Treatment 
2 Outs/Anniua
Treatment
Cuts/Annum
Treatment 
6 Cuts/Annuta,
1 Moy 25th flay 11th April 27th■
2 Oct, 5th July 1st May 26th
3 Aig# 31st June 22nd
4 Got# 5th Ju3y 27th
5 Sept- 1st
 ^ 1 Oct# 12th
On Julîy 14th the trial area r^ îcolvod a mid-aeason drosaiug of 
granual compound fertiliser* equivalent to 112 l*b of and 
112 ih of KpO per acre*
Smmariea of these data appear in -fcahloa XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX 
in tho appendise and represent the let Out* 2nd Cut anà total production 
respectively* Throughout the spring it became inoreasingly apparent 
that major difforenoee iïi yield between the two auhciliary treatments 
were building up. By the 25th May* the date of tho first cut* tho 
grans on treatment a (root système comhliiod) was much taller and 
more vigorous than on t^itment b# (Plates 7 and 8)# This was 
largely, if not wholly responsible for the significant difforonces
field data
Cf3e^îoa field 
Tbns/aeye
Brf’ matter 
Ii1;>/ac$^ '
Nitrogen yield 
Jjb B/aore
let cut (%5/5
a h
7*60
fi.793
M e g
4.2d
X
boo3
3X,0t
a
out n^ /' 
%
10,26
2,0
1X32]
74.81
[121]
8,:Ui.
2,033
61.61
c/
Total 1965 
production
a ÏJ
3,7.06
Cîi4]
12.40
[100]
5,810
[154]
3,782
IlOO]
122.40
[152]
92.65
[100]
:ui total green weighty* total mat'ber and total nitrogen yields 
amounting to an additional 7 ^  and 5Jj/S reape otively on the fii'ot 
cut (Boo tahle al>owO« A oiinilar position v/ao recorded at tho end 
of the season in the second out on Ootdber gth^  thus presenting wide 
difforonces in yield hetv/een muhsldlary treatments a "-and h when the 
total yearly produotipn 1b aBBec.aed* Compelled with 1961-^  ^tho average 
yields in the third year were lower by l|* tone fresh v/eight, amoxmting 
to a reduced dry matter yield of 1 ton and 22 lb leas nitrogen* 
exp3.anation for this lies partly in the fact tb.git too low a cutting 
frequency on an ageiîig sward will restrict the production from it# 
Chemical composition D#M# and % of grass &md clover appeared 
unaffected by root segregation in both cuts and also on a weighted 
mean basis#
2*53 Main treatment k
Smimaries of those data appear in tables lU.mip XXXÏI, %%%III 
and XXXIV in the appendice and they mpvo'mnt tho Xst^  2nd, 3rd and 
A kh Outs and total yoaidy production reapeotively#
Plots on this medium cutting frequonoy (t/a%mum) showed a 
similar pattern to tho less frequently cut areas just reported.
Grom yield j» dry matter yield mid nitrogen j3,eld on each out a.ppoar 
higher without root segregation* but in this iiistonce the différences 
are smaller and less aignifiqant * Viewing these results as a whole 
tJiXrough the total production for the year there appears a consistent 
l6-l6jl difference in yield between the two subsidiary tfeatraonts.
The 1965 (3rd Toar) yields in general are of the same magiitude as 
those recorded in the previous year.
Total production
measiired ass^ Trea.traent a Treatment 6
Green yield 
[Tons/acre]
24.07
[116]
20.78
[100]
Diy matter yield 
[hb/acre] îiiej
6*162
[100]
Nitrogen yield 
fjib N/acro]
198.09
[116]
170.55
[100]
No consistent difference in chemical composition of the herbage 
emerged and ^  D,M* and % N may be considered similar for grass and 
clover vdiethor or not their %'oot systems are segregated*
2 *5^-1* .Main treatment 6
Summaries of the a^iadi'i/idueX outs on this treatment appear :ln 
Tables XXXV to XIi In tho appendix and the overall produotion for the 
year is reviewed in Table XLI, Tho general level of yield in I965 
from these frequently defoliated plots v/as higher than in the two. 
previous years* Twenty four tons of freah material was harvested 
compared with 21 tons and 16 tons in I964 and 1963 TOspeotivoly and 
there was a ooncomitant Increase m  the dry matter mid nitrogen 
yields *
A consistent yield difference occurred between the subsidiary 
treatment!) a and b. Plots v&th their root systems combi^ ied (a) 
produced higher diy matter yields than those v/here root segregation 
had boon employed (ace Table below).
ouua nor annum
Treatment
1st
Out
2»id 
Out '
3x*’d
Cut
4th
Out
5th
Out
6th
Gut
Total
yearly
proâüotion
a 1,006 1,127 1*400 1,652 1,596 630 7,612
m m 3 M m m  ^ m
■b 695 8S2 1,329 1,467 1,438 741 6,522
100 100 100 m m m M2
S.E. '± S’!..JL _
± 1>Z 
N.S.
± lo(a 
N.S.
± 11
_3L^ ,
± 34f
___
± 13 ± 2,30
.....  4(
This %ms particularly pronounced in the first mid last cuts where the 
differences were statistically signlClcant and also in respect of the 
total yearly production which varied by 1090 lb of dry matter.
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Tlie amount of nitrogen harvested from treatment a vms con**
sistentXy higher thaii from treatment h mid this v/as particularly
slguifioant in the first and last cuts (Bee'Table holow)»
:Wit.goisan .yieia's (lb I ..peg..e\org). thyguahout .1965. tKq#mnt
r annum
Treatment
a
b
1st
Cut
24» 51
15,01
100
2nd
Out
36.24
m
24*66
Out
45*82
î^4**f 64 
ICO
4 th 
Out
57.08
111
51.84
100
5th
64.08
106
60*43
it! 
Cut
35.26
m
5i>
38.14
100
Total 
yearly 
production
262,99
228,12
lOD
S.E.
-f ±^'48
N.S.
±390
N.S.
± l'5"4 
N.S.
± I 33 
N.S.
± 7-S9 
N.S.
2,55 Chomioal oorimpsition
Chemical composition, of the clover as measured by % d^ :y matter 
nitrogen appeared unaffected by the introduction of polythene root 
barriers as indicated in the- weigi).ted moan for tha year:**
% D,M,
a 11,17 4*08
b 11*57 4,08
[Extract from Table XDl]
There være, howevez*^  significant differences in the chemical 
composition of the grass on the two subsidiary treatments# /? Diy 
matter was consistently lower and the ^  nitrogen v/as notably higlxer 
without root segregation# These differences were more pronouaoed durâig 
tho early cuts than later on in the season# The fo dry matter for tho
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Main treatment 6 outs/aBHum# P.M. in the
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Vfeightcd
Treatment Cut Cut Out Out Out Cut meoa
a 19» 32 15.97 15,20 16,20 12,12 12,28 15,35
b
........ 21,98 17.35 1$.18 17.25 12,58 12,48 16.53
*^00 0
[ffijctracted from ‘tobies XXXV-XLl] 
season as a whole* represented by the weighted mean* was significantly 
lower on treatment a and the fo nitrogen (woi^ted mean) was significantly 
Main..treatBBnt..,.g (snWa>mum. the .Krasa.
lot 2ad 3rd 4th 5th 6th Weighted
I’i'satment Cut Cut Cut Cut Cut Cut mem
a 2,31 2,53 2.49 2.88 3.13 3.86 2.76
b 2.05 2,17 2,32 2,77 3.18 3.83 2,56
ÎS <i
[Bxtraotea from %XXV^ X&l]
higher on thia treatment » % \tB lov^ ering of % matter aad corroapond^  
ing inorease in the fo nitrogen is synonymous with the I'osults obtained 
when nitrogen fertili&er is applied to grassland (’fables XVI to XXV^  
âppendisc B) and could be attr;lbuted to the underground transference 
of nitrogen from the clover#
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Examination of all the 1965 data in the form of split plot
analyses may bo seen in Tables XHI* Xblll miü. XîiXV in.the appendix
and these represent total green yields total d%y matter produced and
total amount of nitrogen harvested»
2# 561 fetal jicreen yield
Significant differences were recorded in total green yield
between the main treatments two^  four and six defoliations per year*
The infrequently cut plots yielded 15*13 tons per acre and raising
the number of outs to four and six was responsible for an increase
of and &1% in the fresh weii^ it respectively*
The mean yield of all the plots with their root systems
oogregated (subsidiary treatment b) was 10649 tons of green •
material per acre and where the root systems wore comMnod (subsidiary
treatment-a) this rose significantly to 22*81 tons-per acre# -There
was no intc^ raotion between main and subsidiary treatments*
2*562 Total dry matter yield
On converting the fresh v/oights to diy matter yields over tho
season, a pattern emerged which was similar to tl)o one already described
under total green yield*  ^  ^ ,
(Lb diy matter/acre)
Main treatment a t Mean
2 5,8x0 3,782 4,796 (300)
4 7,294 6,162 6,720 ( m )
6 7,612 6,523 7,067 ( M )
Mean 6,905 w 5,489 (122)
DSxtract from table XLIXX]
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Maximum dr;y mattei* production was obtained from the 6 out plots 
although those wore not substantially higher than those on tho 
medium cutting frequency* Diy matter yields wore 2.6% higher 
without root segregation and agaixt no sigpifiomt interaction 
between main and. etthsldiary tx’oatments vms reported#
2'5&3
In 1965 tho effect of different dofoliation.frecpenoiec was 
very marked# The moon nitrogen yield rose sharply vdth increased . 
out a ■* 107*53 lb, 184*22 lb and 245*56 lb of nitrogen being harvested 
from the 2, 4 and 6 cuts respectively* This represented an increase
of 71/^  m%d 12^? over two cuts per annum and was. highly signifiocmt*
The average nitrogen yield was V^% higher without root segregation and 
there was no trace of an interaction between main and subaldlaxy treat- 
maxts*
2« 56^ . ff Glpyar. contribution iu.^ tctal ,V;lold 
Tlie statistical analyses of the percentage clover contributions 
in each of the yield measurements con bo found in tables XLV, XLVX and 
XhVII in the appondlX| the main features of which appear below*
yield Piy matter yield Nitrogen yield
a b a b a 6
2 25*89 39,92 19,41 31.83 30.88 4X 57I
4 48.47 58,02 36*68 46.31 50,70 59.92 1
6 60*14 70,00 52,36 62,01 61,89 72.18 j
Mean 44*83 55*93 36,81 46,72 47*82 59*22
[Extract from tables
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Prom this oxtraot it will be seen that the clover component 
contributes 10 to 11^ 2 more tovwclo tho total yield under a system 
of root segregation than when the root systems are combined# This 
is entirely due to the fact that thex^ e was ân enhanced grass yield 
on treatment a and since the clover yields mve similar the contribution 
of clover expressed as a % of tho total yield on tx^ eatment b was bound 
to be higher»
Increasing tho number of cuts during the year favours tho loss 
aggressive clover ooBiponcnt mul this is reflected in the rising figures 
for clover contribution in total yield*
% ,;0lQy6r ,contribution .in^ .total. yield
Outs/annum Green yield Dry matter yield Nitrogen yield
2 32.91 29,62 38,23
4 53,24 42,49 55.31
6 65,07 57,19
. ........................................... .., ......
67.03
In round figures tho clover contributes approximatoly i towards 
the total yield when infrequently cut» approximately ^  when cut four 
times a year and § when defoliated six times a season#
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3» 8S0TI0N III . DISCUSSION
3.1 ovmw  OF. BKY rmTO 1963^5 .
3h the year of eatabXishmont tfmn growth was naturally restricted, 
only half tho miiibox* of défoliations woro oarrî.od out and the dry 
matter harvested .from the ’*2’% and out plots amounted to 
3B36? 4512, 42X6 lb x^ er aore rospectiveXy# [Table XV]» Hoot 
segregation had roduoed the oomx^ etltlve ability and hence the yield 
of the grass component m d  this resulted in m  overall reduction of 
%B% in the total amount of dry matter produced# The olovor had 
benefited concomitantly by this reduced competition from the neighbour"* 
ing grass and although its contribution towards total output was 
enhanced, this was not sufficient to counteract the drop in contribution 
from the grass# During this establishment year the plots where root 
barriers had been introduced showed a check in growth* It is 
suggested that this oocux*red when tho root systems mot with the 
impenetrable polythene barriers and had to change from a mainly lateral 
growth to one whloh was vertical*
The full number of treatment cuts were made in 1964 and the 
corresponding yields from 2, 4 and 6 defoliations were ?254i 7119 and 
6777 lb of dry matter per* acre* TWse proved to be insignificant on 
statistical analysis but a significant difference did occur as a 
result of root segregation. As in 1963, the root segregated plots 
(subsidiary treatment b) wore lower than those where the root systems 
wore combined and this amounted to 6% on average, [Table XXII]#
For the first time the interaction between main and subsidiary treat**
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ments proved to be signifiomit# Inoreasing tho nuuibor of cuts on 
those plots where tho grass' and clover were growing nomally was 
rosponsiblo for substantial reductions 5,n dry matter yield whereas 
on tho root sogi^ gated plots the grea.ter numbers of defoliations 
gave small li^ oreasOs in dry matter yield# This descending pattern 
of dry matter* yield esliibitod by the grass and clover when grown without 
root restriction is' one which is widoXy accepted* ' The reverse trend 
in clry matter yield from tho other plots will therefore need some 
interpretation* ‘Bio sighifioantly lov/er total d%y matter yield from 
the root restrietod plots msy well be due to a low utilisation of 
fixed nitrogen since any which is surplus to tlie clover *s requirement 
will not be taken up* More defoliation will therefore lead to an 
increased efficiency in nitrogen utilisation resulting in higher dry 
matter yields* Partial corroboration of this con be seen in Table 
XXV which analyses the percentage clover oontribution in the total dry 
matter yield. Over the seabon as a whole# clover contributed li% 
more to dry matter yield vdjore foot restriction had been practised
and this rose to 1'0> at the highest def oliatiOB rate*
In 3.965 the production of dry ioattbr was lower thmi in the previous
year as vfould be expected from an ageiixg swatd.* Baring this year the
effect of nitrogen transferred from clover to grass was pronounced* 
giving the grass a more vigorous appearance and at the same time it 
was stoticeabay darker green in colour (Plates 7 and 8)« The first 
occasion on which these difforences were visible was on M(ay 25th 
md compared with published data, notably that of Bokhuis and ICletor 
1965» this is very much later* These Dutch workex^ s <toonstrated a
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PLATS 7
HiotoCTiph taken on 25th May* 1965 from A.
Treatment 2 outs per annum, showing major dlffegenioe
between subsiliary treatment#
b(left oentre) a(right eentre)
PFJSTE 8
.A/,
*r. >
: • - - .|V;. 4iVA. ■ ' \  ' ' '
»aU> Ti*»<
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b (left oentre) a(rt»;h» o* »tr,)
significant mdorgX'omjid nitrogeh effect after 50 days with peromiial 
grass v/hen associated with white clover whereas the data from 
theso experiiaents shows that under the oonditiohs imposed at 
Auchinoxn^ ive in the West of ScotXand aignlfioant iwdei'ground effects 
wox^ e not manifest until two yoas's had elapsed after sowing. The 
reason fox* this major difference in time- of benefit in a poramiaX 
ryegrass «* white clover association moy be due to one or more of the 
following discrepancies between the oàîperlmentsî*^
(1) Boil conditions were very dissimilar# %  Holland a nitrogen 
deficient smid was used whex>eas in the experiments described, the 
soil was a mediw loom, with U loss ùn ignition of over and an 
average nitrogen level of 0*-267;^*
(2) Tho experimeïvbal conditions differed fundam#tally* Tho 
Bi%tch vmrkers using smdJmd Milt their escp^ r^iraont above-ground 
level and the soil moisture regime must therefore haVe been very 
différent from that experienced at AuoMnomive where the nomal 
soil level was maintained end except for the introduction of a very 
thill film of polythene natux-al field conditions 03d«sted.
(3) Hoot segregating materials had different thlcteesses and wou3.d 
therefore have a differential efX'ect on the x*^:5duction of Effective** 
plot width#
(4) From the illustration of tho field layout it would appear that 
the Dutch oxpariment may have suffered more from neighbouring row 
competition since effective discard rows wore absent. At Auchinoruivo 
hovmver four rows out of eight were harvested for yield detOTîinations 
and chemical composition*
(5) The emminatiou df tho metaoroXôgioal data for both places shows 
some fairly largo varisations, one of the most notable hoin^ the dis* 
oszapancy liotween the solar radiation figures (M'akkizdc 1959 and Tables 
XI-IV * Appendix B).
Average, solar radiatl,on data
(Total Bmrgy x^aooiirecl in Üals per squaro centimetre
pel* day)
Holland
(1931-1957 Average)
Auohinoraive
(1964^1965 Average)
(130)
226
(100) (100)
JiHie I <Tu3y
392
291
(100
371 321
(158) (159)
234 202
Sent, I Total
233 1990
(181)
129 1358
(100) (100)
Taking the six months from April to September whloh virtually form the 
growing season as a whole, Holland on average has 46^  more total solar 
radiation than the West of Scotland roooived on average during two years 
of the experiment,
From the various points listed above, together with the faot that 
in tho Dutch trials the clover yield was computed fxm a Do Wit 196O 
model, rather than separated out by botanical analysis and waited as 
at Auohinoruivo, it would be reasonable to assurae that the Scottish 
results vfould be a more accurate guide to the picture in a normal field 
soil*
Bio actual dry matter yields obtained ta 19$5 (Table XLIXX) from 
the 2, 4 and 6 cutting frequencies was 4,796, 6,7^ 8 and 7,867 lb per
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acre rosp0otive3y * Statistical examination of this data showed 
that two outs per annum on a three yoav old sward g^ vc sigx:iif leantly 
lower yields than either four or six defoliations <, At the same time 
substantial differenoos were being recorded between root segregated 
plots and the controls# On average this proved to be higher 
without root restriction, and this was significant at the F % 0*001 
level* As in previous years the clover contributed about more 
to dry matter yield on the root segregated plots compared with its 
contribution under free growing conditions and again this is accounted 
for by larger yields of gram on treatment a#
The average yearly production of dzy matter between 1963 and 
3.965 'Oan be ■aummarlscd as follows:*
Main treatment 
2 Cuts/annum 
k Guts/onnum 
6 Guts/annum
5295 (100^) 
6119 (13,6?%) 
6019 imt%)
Subsidiary treatments 
a (roots çomblaed) 
b (roots separated)
6321 (117?%) 
5392 (100)0
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5.2 OUTPUT OF NITROGM. 196.3*65
In general tomià the estaKlisMent year produced abo^ xt a 
hundredweight of elemeiital nitrogen %)or aofe, and more opeoiflcally 
tho three main treatment end ’’6'* cuta per annum yielded
90*11» 117#!* and 188*82 Ih of nitrogen per acre recpootively, 
remetabering that only half the treatment out a were applied in this 
first year* Statistical examination of the data ver:lfied what was, 
at first sight apparent, that the infrequently cut pleto gave 
Bignifiomitly lower nitrogen yields than the medium and cutting 
frequency and that cuts and cuta gave similar levels of 
productivity* Segregating the roots of the grass and clover 
oomponeutB did not affect the total amount of nitrogen harvested 
from the plots, the yield was 108*56 lb of nitrogen per acre com­
pared with the control plot yield of 109*04 lb (Table V in appendix)* 
Bïin emerged in spite of higher diy mattei^  production from the control 
area, whom root systems worn combined* Bio eicplanation being that 
the highez* clover contri.bution to total dry matter on treatment b, with 
its correspondingly higher nitrogen content together were sufficient to 
outweigh any advantage through total, dry matter yield enjoyed by tho 
controls (treatment a)*
ICn 196k the amount of nitrogen harvested was approximately double 
that of the eatabllshme%it year and tho main treatments in order of 
increasing defoliation produced 139*29» 19?#20 and 21?*92 lb of 
nitrogen per acre as a total yearly production (Table Xllll Appendix), 
These results were M.ghiy significant and ware similar to much of the
published relating cutthig frequency and yiolà*. At these 
cutting frequencies the c3.over component vnis responsible for approxi-^  
mate3y 40/» 55/^  and 62/ of the total nitrogen yield wbioîi is a 
familiarly siguifldant pattern* It indicates the differential 
effect of cutting frequency on the two components namo3y that, low 
rates' will favour grass whereas high rates will favour the loss, 
aggressive clover*
The effect of root segregation on total nitrogen yield again 
proved to be insig(^ lfleant with 188« 56 lb being harvested from the 
root segregated plots compared with 181#04 lb of nitrogen from those 
without barxders below ground* A lower total dry matter yield in 
1964 on these plots with separated gxasB and clcvc-^r components \ms 
offset by a higher percentage clover contribution and thus when 
nitrogen yields are examined they appear^  simllasr to tho control*
The edeamination of the thix;d year data for nitrogen yield (Table 
XLI?) again reveals a familiar pattern' in that 2^  4 and 6 outs are 
rasponoiblc for inoreas:Uig yields, 107#53? 184it22 and 24.5*56 lb of 
nitrogen being harvested per acre respectively* Bie clover component 
contributed 38/» 55/ end 6lÿ> towards this total nitrogen yield and thus 
indicates no significant change from the previous year# All three 
years produced very similar trends as can be seen in the above table 
and the overall effect as measured by the three yearly moan was very 
pronounced in favour of the highest rate of defoliation# (p. 84)
TioM of nitrogen in lbs, nor acre
Main Treatment | 1963 1964 I9S5 Mean
2 cuts 90.11 139.29 107.53 112.31 (100)
1 4 outs 1 117.44 197.20 184.22 166,27 ( m )
6 cuts 188,82 217.92 245.56 217.43 ( m )
In tho final year there appeared a highly Bigaifioant differenoe 
in total nitrogen yield between the two ouboidiaxy treatments which 
amounted to a I$% increase where the root systemo were combined*
(Table XLIV). This vérifiés the field observations apparent during 
April and May 1965 which were recorded in platea; 7: pnd', Bjsignifying 
that nitrogen transference from clover to associated grass species 
was at last demonstrable # The effects of nitrogen transference wore 
very marked during the early part of the year with much more v5.gorous 
grass of a darker hue from those plots %=d.thout root segregating 
barriers» Mld*soason and autumn growth did not demonstrate the large 
différai ces recorded ân the spring and this can be verified on examina­
tion of the indiv:ldu£il tx^ oatment outs for 1965 when arranged in 
chronological order* (See table overleaf)* This phenomena may 
bo correlated with the nitx'ogen released through nodule drop from 
the previous year# It cortain3y appears tMs way in that major 
signifleant difrorences in nitrogen uptaîce as measured through nitro-* 
gen yield vmre only demonstrable M  the spring#
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In 196gÿ m  in pâ:*ei/ionD the olover on treâ'tnaent 1)< was
r©î3pDni£ii'ble for a ai^ vji*iomtXy higher oontrihution to total' nitrogen 
yield than on tr^ mtmant a@ as against This mas - an
apparent effeot rathe%' than a real one Binee the actual contribution 
in each ease was similar:^
Treatment a of 199 «gO lb 93*01 lb dlfeotly contributed by
clover Èn 1965*
Treatment b 59*2^ of 163,?! lb fs 96*95 lb directly contributed by
clover in 1965*
It was fortuitous%r caused by a higher contribution to total nitrogen 
yield by the grass component on treatment a«
3*3 OHBMIOfih a0MP08ITI(% OF THE IMBAOE 1963 1^965 •
The two moasurommifS of ohomioaX composition^  namely ^  dzy matter 
and % nitrogen wore similar for each of the subsidiary treatments when 
the establishment out was talcen on July gth^  1963* Early treatmont 
outs in the first year showed small consistent increases lu the D#M, 
on the clover component of these plots « A aimultmioous decrease in' the 
fo nitrogen of this àts matter on tx^ atment a, in respect of both grass 
and clover resulted* Those s^ ynorglstic trends of increasing dry 
matter percentage and decreased nitrogen concentration wore due mainly 
to the initial root growth %?hlch doveloped unimpeded compared with 
that on 'treatment b which was temporarily restricted, Confirmation 
of this temporary restriction emerged from the data of the outs made later 
on jw tho season when D*M, and % nitrogen appeared unaffected by the 
introduction of bam'iers (Tables II and III),
Ho significant trends and few slgaifleant differences were
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recorded in respect of chemical composition in lÿ6k* Results in 
general from this year were roviov/ed as a whole by using weighted 
moans and Ixicluding all possible data fox* that year in table D mid 
for 1965 in table IS#-
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traiid of ;lru>x*eaoing aitrogen coi^ tent lo. the graos oompoitentj 
emerging from the ahovo figiirea v^oulcl ouggeot that notlrlng \vas to ho 
gained from the olovef at I6w defoliation rates and that it was only 
when at least fonr onto were mdo dnring the season that a positive 
benefit could be demonstrated*, Statistical examins/trion of this data 
in the form of a split plot analysis^  Using all the available measure­
ments in 156  ^to produce weighted means, aÿpoars in full in tho appendl:^  
Table XhVIII^  an ertraot from which appears below I 
in the (Weighted means I965)
a
iî.
Mean
1,8.1
2.18
2.76
2i25
b
1*96
2,06
2.56
2,20
Mean
1*89
2*12
2*66
8.E. - 0*04
8*B. - 0*02
SeB* of figures within 
table ^ 0.03
[îbctraot from Table XhWIl]
The effect of infre#ent defoliation, ?jhich favoured the grass, thus 
shading the less aggrcessivé olover was more pronotmoecl where the root 
syste>Tî of the two species had not been isolated. The introduction of 
root barriers had helped to offset this tendency and should tliere be 
lower grass yields on. treatme.nt h this could result in a higher 
nitrogen, as was e:%porienced here-* When the herbage was removed 
four or six times during the season the clover component was favoured.
IMs in turn fixed more atmospheric nitrogen an increasing amount of
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which was surplus to the clover requireaent and found its way to tho 
associated grace* bifferoncoc in nitrogen % in tho grass between 
treatments a and h showed the foHo^dng trends*- 40*12/1 and
40*20^ and was higî^ ly aignifleant in the statistical analysio* 
(interaction [2,4,6.] :c [a v h] Table I h X a i l ) .
In the final year, ohamioal analyses revealed notliing between 
the subsidiary treatments when defoliated twlco, little at tho 
medium defoliation iVoquency and some highly signifleant differences 
at six cuts per year#
3.if CtKass Mm oimm coMmmp %'iœ c-sass plus gBH’fiLizEB-.w 
'3*W. SzjbSSsl-ësM
The ma:ln trial invol'vrlng grass and' olovcr and also the grass- 
,land observation plots sown in I963 and comparisons of 
productivity are best achieved by a study of their yields in I964 
and 1963 on well ésto,bliahed svmrds* Details of the individual 
outs from the perennial i^ yegrass plots with fertiliser nitrogen
appear in Tables >r?l**XX¥ in Appendix B and are reported' on at length
in Section V (p;l2l). Here a comparison is made between these plots 
and those of the main trial in order to answer the fo3,lov?ing 
questions.
Hovf much f erb5.1i2:or H has to be applied to a pure stand of 
Hew Zealand perennial ryegrass in order to obtain 
(i) the safiio dry matter yield
and (il) the same nitrogen yield as that harvested from tho
mixed stand of grass and clover in the main trial?
The pertinent yields have boon drawn up In the following table which 
summarises tho data for both years.
T a b le  P ,
d.,m. per acre)
nltrogi .
2 outs
Gwi
do
yie
a
7,891
SB 4
ver
Id
b
(irass
yield
K t» • I f
Gra
do
yie
fW r m i ', . * # . * #  PiNHJfi
a
0S 4
ver
Id
ite W iiw a N i*e W i*N *i«
b
Grass
yield
6f6l6 % 5,131 2 outs 5,810 3,782 % 3,985
if cuts 7,295 6,942 % 9,092 4 cuts 7,294 6,162 % 7,508
6 cuts 6,597 6,956 Mg ll,if05 6 cuts 7,612 6,523 M„ 9,619
Moan 7,261
H-frfAwm '^r fft*W
6,838
W.HTWuWWl^ r
12,989 Meah 6,905 5,489 ^3 10,919
Îfoyî** Mq - Control plot, no fertlllgor nitmgon*
H-j  ^%.*08 lb of nitrogoB per aoro per annum*,
Hp  ^188#16 Ib of nitrogen per acre per annum*
282*24 lb of nitrogen per acre per annum*
In 1964, the majd-mitm amount of dry matter, namely 7,891 lb per acre, 
was obtained fromtthose plots with combined, rooting eystoms which had 
been out twice t<i tho year, however, ainoe the grass plots received 
four cuts tlu^ oughout tho season it would perhaps ho more appropriate 
to compare them with those of main treatment 4 ^  7,295 Ih of dry 
matter per acre# This yield is lower than that ohtainod from-fprass 
with 94,08 Ih of fertiliser nitrogen added* Assuming that the
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response to Is linear and using tho factor of 42*1 lb of dry 
matter pei^  pound of nitrogen a,ppl;led (Table XX Appendix B) hj intor** 
polation the gross effect of clover can be equated to approximately 51 
lb of fertHigher nitrogen when yield of dry matter is considered#
Tho ooï*r©apondlng figtxre for d%y matter yield in 1965^  from tho 
grass and clover plots was 7? 294 lb par acre and this again appeared 
lower than that obtained froiij grass alone at %e gross effect
of clover the third year, calculated in a mannei' similar to that 
just described but using the 1965 incremental factor of 37»4 lb of 
dry matter per poimcl of nitrogen applied (Table XXV IppéiKlix B)j could 
be considered equal to tho effect of 89 lb of fertiliser nitrogen when 
applied to a pure grass stand# This increased value of clover in I965 
compared with the previous year was anticipated since It was thought 
that the soil contribution towards the general nitrogen economy would 
diminish with time* It oou^ xl also be due to a more homopleotio root 
association between the two epocies*
These roBults -Jndioato a lovmr gross effect from the clover in 
respect of dry matter yield than the published data which has been 
summarised in Section I (page 20)# Holmes and MacBusIqr 1955» working 
vdth several grasses over a five year period .showed that on average 
clover was equivalent to 121 lb of fortiliïser nitrogen applied to grass 
alone* This figure is the nearest to the findings of this eziperimont 
and is perhaps not surprising since both sets of yield trials were 
carried out in’-the Wes'4 of Scotland and within a mile radius of each 
other# The actual difforonco experienced between those two sets of 
data could be accounted for in the fact that root systems of material
95
in separate rows 6’* apart wonla. ho loss ci(,osoly knit thoïi 
In broadcast sweix'ds and may rcsnlt in smaller ancV-^ or later nitro^n 
benefits from le^ o^nio to associated grass spoolos*
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3.42 KitpOKen^ .yield,'
Results for domparlng the total amount of nitrogen harvested 
from the main trial compared with that from grass with added 
fertiliser nitrogen are set out below# Both lg64' and 1965 îmve 
been included and the information in respect of yields from the grass 
only plots has boon extracted from tables in appendix B a
longer discussion of which appears in Section V# •
Tablp G
Bevel of total nltro^n yieM in 196i[. and 196^  ^, fib of nitro^ oii per acre) 
A Qommrison of gras's, and cloyer versus grains with added fertiliser
—  -
Crass and 
clover 
yield Crass
yield
Grass and 
olovor 
yield Grass
yield
a h a b
2 Cuts 138.64. 139.94 ”0 88,82 2 Guts 122,40 92,65 h J  65,03
4 Cuts 197.74- 196.66 % 154.65 4 Guts 198.10 170.35 Wj^ |l28,25
6 Cuts 206*76 229.08 ^2 197.83 6 Cuts 262.99 228,12 Wg 195.02
Mean 181.04. 188,56
“3 263.75 Mean
194.50 1163,71 N, 283.14 
1
Koyi
2
Control plott no fertiliser nitrogen 
94# 08 lb of nitrogen per acre per annum
188 #16 ib of nitrogen per acre per annum
282»24 lb of nitrogen per acre per annum.
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In 1964  ^197# 74 3,1) of nitrogen være harvested from those plots 
on the main trial which were defoliated four times during the year 
and, this was identical with that obtained from the grass only plots 
with 188*16 lb of.fertiliser nitrogen added* A very similar yield 
of nitrogen> namely 198,10 Ib^ was obtained the next year from, the 
ooacTcsponding treatment and by interpolation this meant that the 
gross, effect of the clover would be equal to approximately 191 lb 
of fertiliser nitrogen applied to a pure grass stand*
Those results fall vdthiu the range expressed in the summary 
table on page 21 of the introduction but are a little on the low side 
when compared with the findings from experiments carried out in 
Britain, Again the data collected by Holra^  and MacBusky 1955 ut 
the Hannah Dairy Research Institute is the nearest to tlmt reported 
in these experiments* The reason for the slightly lower gross values 
of olovor in the trials at Auohinoruive may again be attributed to the 
sowing method practised* Establishing grass and clover in separate 
rows six inches apart could mean a long delay in complete root into<** 
gration whereas an immediately intermingling is likely with a broad­
cast sward# Under such circumstmices it would be reasonable to 
expect a lower gross value from the clover component through a less 
efficient underground transfer of nitrogen whore the two species start 
off some distance apart#
3*45 î'todmum value of clover
By using different defoliation frequenoies it was possible to 
obtain higher yields of dxy matter and nitrogen from the main experi^ 
ment than those used in the previous comparison# The maximum gross
value of clover grown in free association with gmsa was as follows;* 
Table H ■
niti;Qg;en fertlllgep . j T l b  5/acp), by srasa alone to 
replace the, proBs effect of clover in the experiment
9 8
Equity on dry matter 
yield basis
Equity on H 
yield basis
1964 66 (2 outs) 201 (6 outs)
1965 99 (6 outs) 261 (6 outs)
3*^ i4 Amount of nitropen harvested as a result of undermroimd 
nitfoj^n transference
Only in the third year of the oxperiraent was there any evidence 
of underground nitrogen transference* Those areas of the expeaidraent 
where clover roots and grass roots vmre not allowed to come in contact 
produced 165*71 Ih Of total nitrogen compared with 194*50 lb of nitro­
gen from the plots with um'ostricted rooting systems* With similar 
above ground conditions this would suggest an underground transfer of 
nitrogen, 5I lb of which was capable of being harvested throu^i the 
gi'ass* The nitrogen yields Imrvested from the mixed stand ranged 
betv/een those obtained from and fertiliser level applied to 
grass alone. Within these levels 66,77 Ih of herbage nitrogen was 
harvested thus suggesting that for each one pound of applied nitrogen 
0*709 lb could be recovered. On this basis the actual difference 
between treatments a and b, namely 31 lb of nitrogen would be equivalent 
to approximately 44 lb of fertiliser nitrogen applied to. grass*
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3*5 BXmËlWTM, mPIK&S .OF 1965 GOMPARSD fJlîH m'SBICTO DATA ÜSIHG-
IBE gmOHy PUIV gORV?ARD BY mKEB. ORCHISTOM. M D  APAMS (1954) OW
Waîlter and M a  colleagues working at Canterbury, New Zealand, 
and incorporating maiiy other recuite from %  gland and America pro* 
duced a theory which would evaluate the clover contribution to grass 
nitrogen in a mixed svmrd$ , .
= a 8^ + b 0^ + 0 1'^
Whore Soil nitrogen
Clover nitrogen 
^  :3 Ferti3.iser nitrogen, and a, b m d  c are constants* 
From the various sets of data congélations were obtained and multiple 
regressions (method of least squares) compounded by keeping one of the 
factors constant and the above authors arrived at the following 
expression î^--
The Approximate Clover Contribution Total Nitrogen in the
grass * 170 X per cent 
N in the Soil#
In the following table this theory has been used to poædlct the clover 
contribution to grass nitrogen, it has aJ.so been calculated using the 
grass observation plots and these are compared with diroot measurements 
mado in the main e^ qperiment whidi were reported earlier, The pre­
dicted value of clover contribution to grass nitrogen when both 
species are :W free association, obtained from the theory of Walker 
and his colleagues of 52#27 lb of nitrogen is much higlaer than the
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obaorved vajue through the grass plots * nomoly ^ 2<i63 lb of nitrogen* 
The latter is vexy oloae to the average Va3.uo of 31 Ih of nitacogon 
v;hioh emerged from the main t%d.al as the amount of nitro.^n harvested 
in the grass which could bo attributed to underground transference*
It would ap2)oar to indicate that the use of soil by itself in i>re- 
dieting the clover contribution to associated grasses could lead ; to 
an erroneous,It high figure, This discrepancy has arisen since
little or no credit was afforded to other sources of nitrogen i,o* 
from the free living soil organisms and from rainfall* These have 
been discussed Section I and could well account for tîie difference 
between the predicted value (52 lb H) and the observed values of 
31*52 lb nitrogen which were harvested in the g%*ass component being 
the result of subterranean transfer from the legume.
1 0 2
3.6 îœKEOROMGÎCALJDAÏA
3.61. .
In oMer to obtal%% some gonoml impressions of weather oonditiona 
at Auohinoruive Table VII, Appendix B has been l^ icluded which summarioeo 
monthly temperiitnrao, rainfall and sunohine In the form of a twenty year 
average# From.this table it cm) be seen that 1273 hours of simshine
am to bo expected in this , district of South-west Scotland, with approxi­
mately 204 rain days md a total precipitation of ^ uat over 37 inches for 
the year. In 1963, the establishment year, the overall v a^ther pattemi 
was one of sli^itly lower total rainfall, and above average sunshine hours, 
with slightly lower temperatures recorded in the air and In the soil# A 
closer look at the date, in respect of the growing season (Moroh-September 
inclusive) reveals that during this period sunshine v/as a little over 
average (+ 3f^ n i^  line with the general pattern but that the rainfall 
during growth was substantially hi#er than normal (-f 20J?)* This is 
not evident from the data totals* (Table VIII, Appendix^  B),
Monthly weather data for 1964 appears in Table IX, Apimdix B 
indicating that the second year was normal in respeot of sunshine hours 
but railnfall was significantly lower when yearly totals are considered* 
Restricting observations to the grow5.n.g season, cuiishin.e hours were down 
by 6/t and rainfall was similar- to the twenty year mean# The early 
spring of 1964 was not as cold as the previous year and températures in 
general were a little higher thrcmg^ iout the season* A Siemens integrating 
photometer was installed at the beg^ .nning of the year In order to record 
total solar radiation* These measurements of solar energy^  expressed in
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calories square ceatimotro îiavo been iacludod with the other 
meteorological data in Appendix Tables Xl^ X^IV contain the daily 
records and Table I? summarises the daily means on a aionthly basis 
for both l$6k and I965,
Total prooipltation in IgSg v/as very close to the average in a 
smaller number of rain days whereas sunshine hours were slightly 
above normal, Restricting the aom%)arison to the growing season,
the duration of bright sunshine closely followed the long term mean
but rainfall during active growth was X3% hi#er then usual* 
Temperatures in general wore slightly lower than average and total 
solar energy was W %  lower than the pi^ ovious year*
3.62 %w. %ea]iana and Rollmâ
The solar radiation received at Auohinoruive has been compai’od 
with the average recorded in Holland and has already been d:lscussed 
in Section III (p# 80)# The photosynthetio rate of the clover will 
be affected by solat* energy an,! this in turn will influence the amount 
of nitrogen fixed and the amount of nitrogen tmisferred in a grass- 
legume association thz'ough the carbohydrate status of the clover#
Binoe there appears to be a large difference (46^ ) in the total amount 
of radiation between the West of Scotland and Holland, this factor 
alone could aooount for major Variations M  nitrogen fixation and 
nitrogen transfez^ ence botv/een those areas#
Non' Zealand famfting and weather conditions would appear to induce 
1/ozy high rates of nitrogen fixation by strains of their oim white 
clover, Bears (I960) estimated those for the North and South Islands 
to be 400-500 lb and 200-250 lb of nitrogen per acre per annum 
respectively#
M 4
Tablé .J. Wev/ Eealeuct and. IVegtof Scotland v;eather ooianarigonsFi'.wiawwwnm^ l
Oouutzs^  and .Plaoo
Nevj Zealand
North (Auolslmd 
Island tepior
■ (%0ll&%gtOïî
outh (Nelson 
Island CCMdstolmroh 
Dunedin 
InvoroarijUl
Wfôot of .Sdotland
Auchinoruivo
Average
Annual
Rainfall
(liiohôà)
50
52
36
40
45
37
Aversgs
Annual
114
162
119
126
199
204
Average 
Annual 
Sunsîîine 
(hours)
Average
Annual
Temperature
2033
2416
1967
1711
59
56
54
52
50,
58
48
(New Zealand weather date talten from "Farming in New Zealand"
Published by Department of Agriculturej Wellington, New Zealand)*
Iffeo above weather summary helps to indicate the major differences 
in climate between New Zealimd and the West of Scotland explaining in 
part w!%r the white clover an the North Island in particular is able to 
fix more atmoopherio nitrogen, 'Bio two main featxwes of difference are 
hours of sunshine and temporatures* In the case of the former* approach­
ing twice the oKiOmt of birlglit sunshine is recorded in the North Island 
compared with AuoWacruive and at the same time temperatures would appear 
to be substantially higlier. Both these factors would favour more active
y
OIOV0I' oVea? a longer period md could aceoimt for the largo
Bitrogoa fimtloa rej^ orted in this part of the world#
3*63 Mioroolimatlo temperatures 1964
Eeadinge of maxima:) and minimum temporaturoa vrere taken daily from
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mid-April to the end of duly at ground level using aoreenod 
themornetero « These være placed hetween the gras à and clover 
rov7B and ohaorvations were made daily at 9*00 a$m$
Details of Individual records appear in Tables XXXTX-XL, Appendix 
B and mean monthly temperatures are sunmarlaed in Table XDX* From 
this smamary it appears that the introduction of the polythene harriers 
did not materiall;y affect the temperatures at ground level#
In 1965 it ma decided to look into the ground level tempera- 
turoB between the three major traatmonts 2, 4 and 6 defoliation fre­
quencies# At the same time a oomparison between the grass and clover 
sward tempera-tures and those experienced by grass alone was considered 
of interest since lotostone-y/allaco (1937) reported significant 
differences in diurnal fluctuations between those two regimes# Daily 
records appear in Tables XDIX-XW in Appendix B mid mean monthly data 
la summarised in Table
Minimum temperatures on the grass and clover sward appeared to 
be unaffected by varying the putting frequency but the maximum tempera* 
tnvQ showed a general rise with the Mgher cutting rates# This was 
due to more sunlight and, therefom move heat reaching the ground ivhere 
the plots were frequently defoliated#
Birailar minimum tempemtuz'es were reooz^ ded on the grass plots but 
when maximum temporaturas of the grass only plots are compared with 
those of the mixed sward at the same degree of defoliation they are 
substantially higher^  amounting to between 4 and 7^ F, The main
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reason for those disci^ epancrles may result fzxnu the differing growth 
habits of grass and clover* The former may. ho oousidored mainly* ■ ■ 
panphotometrio whereas the olover with Its loaves parallel to the 
groimd tends tp ho onphotometrlo.
Working at Cornell and recording diurnal fluctuations of 
ternperatm'O during May at X** below groimd level^  Johnstone Wallace 
(193?) reported a range of on a grass only sward and
In the mixed award.# These higher maximum: tomperatwoa recorded on 
the g3^*ass award were similar to those experienced at Auchinor^ ;tivc 
and the disslmila?rlty in minimum temperature fluctuations is largely 
connected with the differential heat-loeseo exhibited by soil and air, 
The limited o1)serrations of temperature on the trials ?/ould therefore 
appear to corroborate in principle the f;lndings of Johnstone Yfellace 
that the delusion of olovor to a grassland sward would bo instru­
mental in reducing the range of diurnal fluctuations of temperature#
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3.7 BUPHiBtMmY BXM1MEWT8
movm with i»oculatea Nev. Zealand 
white plover. (Certified mother seed m  need in the 
main trial)*
Since the general theme ixi this thesis revolves around nitrogen, 
the majority of which is likely to result from the symbiotic 
association of white clover and rhisobial bacteria, it was thought 
essential to have some overall assessment of the native rhlsobia* 
ianil and Bonnier (1950) showed that improved growth was possible 
with clover and lucerne after the introduction of a strain of good 
competitive ability in the presence of the native strain# Under 
these circumstances they were able to demonstrate that up to 60fo of 
the nodules on the legume could be attributable to the introduced 
strain of rhisobium#
Inoculated white clover seed was sown on April 19th, 1963 and 
untreated seed from the same stock was put in simultaneously as a 
control. An effective strain of rhisqbium was used, nmiel^ f H*157 
from Professor Vincent, Sydney, Australia and througliout the growing 
season assessments of plant height, colour md vigour were made* No 
visible differences were recorded in the inoculated plants compared 
with the controls and when nodule numbers, nodule weights and a 
measurement of nitrogen poroantago were taken no substantial variation 
could be detected* From this very limited evidence it would appear 
that the indigenous atraiï^i of rhisobium at Auohinoruive was an effect­
ive one and it m y  be comparable with the introduced strain R#157*
3*72 Grass obsorvation nlotc
These were astabXishecl in 19^ 3 and observations were made on 
thorn during the _n0%t two years# They x^ oceived various levels of 
nitrogenous fertiliser in the form of nitro-ehalk and wex*e out four 
times during the growing season coinoiding with the defoliation of 
plots on main treatment 4 from the mixed sward# Details of 
individual outs appear ixi Tables XVX-XiX and XXI-XXIV^  with yearly 
summaries in Tables XX and XXV in Appendix B# They are reported 
on in detail in Section V, p# 121* and duo to their px'oximity to 
the main trial the results have been used for comparisons with the 
grass and clover trial#
Green and Cov/ling (i960) have suggested that on average the soil 
would not be capable of supplying more tlurn about 50 lb of nitrogen 
per acre per m m w  for the growth of herbage* The results from 
these observation plots suggest that some soils of the lest of 
Scotland may be capable of larger nitrogen releases since the total 
amount of nitrogen, harvested in the year was 89 and 65 lb per acre 
in 1964 and I965 respectively* This was to be expected because the 
organic matter levels are notably higher in the north and west of 
Britain thus enhmicing the soil nitrogen status# Once the soil 
nitrogen contribution has been estimated the amount fixed by clover 
in a mixed sward may be deduced♦ On this basis it may be assumed 
that about 109 and I33 lb of nitrogen were fixed per acre during 
1964 and 1965 respectively # These assessments are app%»oximate 
since it is assumed that the uptake of combined nitrogen by grass and 
clover is the same as that by grass alone. It may very well be that
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the clover of a grass-olovor sward is not as dcmondihig on combined 
soil nitrogen since it ia not totally dependent on this source for 
its nutrition* From this hypothesis it would be reasonable to assume 
that at least 109 and 133 lb of nitrogen were fixed per aore in tto 
two years 1964 and 196g,
3*75 B^ vsiOBl. effects of a double layer of X^) gauge black 
nolythene
Although the reduction of plot width by the introduction of eight 
barriers of double layer gOO gauge black polythene is vexy small, (OÆ^) 
it was deemed necessary to :Unvestigate^  the physical effects of this 
treatment on the yield of a grass and clover sward* A special trial 
was som for this purpose, oontainrUtg grass and clover of the some 
oultivars mid at similar seeding rates to those used :ln the main trial#
I
By introducing the underground barriers at right angles to the line of 
sowing an assessment could be made of any physical effects of the
'i
material without intexzfering with underground nitrogen transference 
between the species# Results from this trial have been reported in 
Section V (p# 125) and they contain details of three cuts taken in 1964 
and four outs the following year* There were no significant differences 
in yield botvjeen the polythene plots and the controls, neither were there 
any si^ificant variations in phemical composition of the herbage* Trace 
element analyses on the herbage in Ju3y I963 and May 1965 (Tables 1IÏ-VI 
Appendix B) indicate that the uptake of minor ©laments v/as not affected 
by introducing the polythene root barriers# Oonclusivo evidence ia 
therefore obtaibied to demonstrate that the physical effects below ground 
are minimal by the introduction of these thin barriers#
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3#74 l^ rmeability. test's .on the- polytliéiie
%o tests OÎÎ the permeability of the po3y$%eae barrier material 
wore made> one in the laboratory tod thé other in the field and those 
have been reported in detail, in Sooiion V (p* 127)# These wore 
initiated in order to okamine the offeotlvenese of polythene in its 
ability to restrain- the tovemont of nitrogenouB substanoos# Under 
controlled conditions two If^ ors of polythene wore able to prohibit 
the passage of h#aspartio acid to its surrounding jacket of distilled 
water# In the field this barrier material was tested by. applying a 
large quantity of nitrogenous fertiliser (752 lb of nitrogen) in four 
applxoatioas to grass grown in rows* Grass growing alongside this 
but separated by polythene was compared with control plots to see 
whether any of the imused feriliser nitrogen had percolated througli#
No significant dilToi'onces were recorded to dry matter yields nitrogen 
yield or oWmical composition of the herbage from the four outs taken 
in 1965. The overall aVexx^ ge %)ercontage nitrogen in the dry matter 
was 2*169 and 2*109^  for gmas alongside the fertiliser' compared with 
the control plots sï^ speotively*,, ilio. closeness of those moons and 
the fact that significant variations in the individual cuts vfora 
absent suggest that the barriers have proved effective*
Total nitrogen upttoe f rom the soil was 03,47 lb of nitrogen 
throughout the year from the control plots (Treatment 0 in Tables 
XXXIIMXXVI) and 68*31 lb from treatment B - i#e* those plots to 
close prox^ -mity to fertiligar application but separated by poly then©. 
These are sufficiently close to each other and to the figuf® obtained
from the grass observation plots to I964 (88*82 lb of nltrogm 
harvested) to confirm that the fertilisez' nitrogen, had not migrated 
thx’ough the barriers#
One interest tog and uno^oo ted feature from these poxaoability 
test plots was the hi# recovery of fertiliser nitrogen applied*
From the grass observation area with the differential nitrogen 
levels, an overall tecovoty ùf 51?? was recorded at the maximum 
fertiliser application qf 564 lb of nitrogen# It was decided to 
apply a much higher rate to the permeability test area in order that 
a reasonable amount of nitrogen would be to excess and available for 
percolation should the barriers prove permeable* The polythene has 
acted as a concentrattog barrier as indicated by the percentage 
recovery figures to the following table, where todividual and over­
all results are compared with data from the grass observation plots, 
(Figures extracted from Tables XVX-IW Appendix B),
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from these results it could be ioferred that the polythene 
barriers have proved successful in rostïd.ottog the migration of 
the fertiliser nitrogen through the si^ pificant^ y higher percentage 
reoovaxy figt;ros obtained*

1 1 4
lu SECTION IV SÏÏMMMY AN» GONOÏIISIONS
1# Ail oxperiment was conducted over the period 1963^65 with 
New Zealand oultiva# of halium. perenne (I*) and Txd.folium repena (L) *
They were sown in alternate 6" apart, and half the plots to the
trial area were established to matotain x'oot segr’Ogation. 'between the 
species# The. method adopted ia desoxihed and illustrated by photo­
graphic plates, €it?.d revolves around the introduction of double loyers 
of 900 gouge black polythene beWeen the grass and clover components*
The statistical layout tovolved was a split-plct closi#, with four 
replicates, three mato treatments of 2, 4 and 6 defoliations per ocnum 
and two cuhsidiaiy treatments eorrosponding to x'oot segregation on the 
one hand compared with normal root integration on the other* Through­
out the period of those investigations the mixed sward received liberal 
ciuantitios of phosphate and potash fertiliser but x'elied upon soil 
minex'alisation, fixation by free-living organisms, rainfall and 
symbiotic fixation for its nitrogen nutxdtlon#
2* The yearly output of dry matter from this perennial lyegrass- 
white clover sward vms appmximatoly 4,000, 7^ 000 and 6,000 pounds per 
acre for 1963, 1964 and 1965 raspoctlveHy*
3# Variations In defoliation frequency durtog 1963 and 1964 had 
little effect on d%y mattex* yield, but in the final year a drop of 2,000 
pounds was recorded at the lowest rate#
4# The ovezvnil mean yield of dry matter from 2, 4 and 6 cuts per 
annum amounted to 5,300, 6,100 and 6,000 potods per aox’o per year#
5# In 1963 and I964, the output of dry matter from the medium 
cutting frequency (4) v^ q$ 300 pounds more than that recorded at the
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highest rate (6) hut the folloidug year this tondeuoy was reversed#
6# Root segxegatiou was responsible for an IB^ î redudtion in 
dry matter yield during the ostahliskaeht year and it* is suggested 
that the check to root growtli which was experienoed on oncoimtertog 
the polythono barriers ©ay be the main cause* In 1964 a similar 
pattern 'was recorded, with a &% lower yield from those plots whox’o 
the grass tod clover were separated belov; ground compared with plots 
mth integrated rooting systems* As a result of this lower reduction 
in diy matter yield and from other data namely nitrogen yield and 
chemical composition it is inferred that the reductions to yield in 
those two years are hot due to the arrest of underground nitrogen 
trmxsferehco from clover to associated grass#
7* to 1965 large, visible differences to yield betv?een root 
segregated and root integrated plots were recorded. to terms of dry 
matter yield over the season as a whole this amomtod to 2&fo and was 
aif^ iifleant at P == 0.001#
8* toe percentage clover contribution to dry matter yield (mean 
of 1964 and 1965 results) was affected both by cutting fx’equenoy and 
the totx*pcluction of root barriers. Ehea cut twice during the year 
clover supplied 240 Of the dry matter yield mid this rose to 410 and 
540 as defoliation frequency increased* Where the two species had 
integrated rooting systems the clover contributed 34?? towards the dry 
matter yield# Underground barriers, by oonfintog the root systems of 
eato species to their ovm territory, reduced the competitive ability of 
the grass and enhanced the value of the clover whose contribution to dry 
matter yield rose to W?#
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9* too HiofîB 'yield of nitrogen 'ffom this graso-lo#mo assooiation 
during the three yeax's 1963-1965 was Ig#* 184 and 179 poundo of 
elemental N per aGX*e/enm«a* toe low output to 196g is o, oombtoation 
of oXov; grcnrbh in the maiden yeaz' compared with established owardo and 
also the fact that half the number of defoliations were employed by 
comparison with sucoeedtog years *
10# to© average yeaz'^ ly production of nitrogen during- the expori- 
mmtal period from 2, 4 and 6 cuts was 112, 166 and 217 pounds of 
nitrogen per aoro respectively v/hicli meant a 4 ^  toor^aso by doubling 
the cutttog frequency and a 94/? increase when throe times the number 
of defoliations wézvî employed#
lié Segregating the roots of porennml ryegrass and v/hito clover 
when grown in oloso association had no effect on the total amount of 
nitrogen harvested to -the first two years# ■
Bb..of nitx^ ogen, harvestecl/aore/amsium
l%3 3LÔ8.5Ô ?.Q9.04
1964 188*56 181*56
®ieso results can be flireotly attjrfliutea to a propo3?tlon of
ôlovor 3ji the dry matter yield xiheve harriofs !%d been introduced.
1963 -iil.75 26,32
1964 41.31 32*20
12. In 1965, hoviever, there was a si@i3f ieantly higher nitrogen 
yield from those plots iri-th combined root systems compared with those 
where barriers had been introduced. The difference v/as of the order
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of 190 and amouutod to 30* 79 lb of elomemtal ÎI# ThoBo roaulte 
OQUflrm the viaual. oboezTatlona of Ap?±l and May 1965 wiiich havo 
’boon recorded :l:a plateo 7 wid B, Tliey todlcate that imdei* the con- 
ditionc of tlxi.s oxpeztoent the effects, of uactogroimd tzvmoference of 
nitrogen between white clover. and pex^ mnial. ryegracc are fir at 
demon at x*able in the apx’lng of the third year.
13* On the whole the interaction between main and onbaidlmy 
treatments in z^ aspect of gx'cen wei#xt, dxy matter eduction* and 
nitrogen yield proved leant, the only exception to this
general trend was in the dry matter yield :ln 1$64«
14* The nitrrogon eoonomy of a poreimial ryeg^ raco - white clover 
association has hem studied and the 1965 olovor contribution to 
gmsB nitrogen Is oompe,red v/ith a predicted value using the theory 
of l%ll:er, Orchis ton and Adams # From the main trial 30*79 pounds 
of nitrogen can be ascribed to olovez* via nndergz'oimd transferenco 
whereas a value of 52*27 pounds is obtained from Walïcorto theory*
Us tog the data from the gzmsslancl observation plots to estimate the 
total nitrogen contribution from the soil* clover contribution to 
grass nitx'ogen in a mixed stand to theory should amount to 32*63 
pounds of nitrogen during the year*
15# Xt is suggested tîmt Walicer’s theory may lead to, m  
erroneously high figure when pi\5dicttog the clover centributton to 
grasa nitrogen to mixed awards a toco it does not recognise free- 
living organisms and ratofa,ll as aigiaifleant sources of nitrogen.
16* Ifrom an established swazTd of peremrW. r^ e^grass and white 
clover, drilled to alternate rows emd cut four times during the season,
J.J.CS
ttm total emomt of harventaCl to 196-4 and 1965 was the
Qwae as that obtatood from permn&al ryegrass only with approadlmatoly
30 and 90 pomdo of aMed forWlaer nltrqgaa reepeetivaly*
17. BWlarly, the amount of nitrogen bwmstod to 1964 m d  
1965 from iiio mixed staM %%%s to that from a greea memo-
0ultuK> raaotoiug IBE! and 19I poiBda of fortilisor nltmgon reopeotivo2y.
10* By varying the cutting fregumoy It was pocsihXo to obtain 
s llgxztly  higher gross values from olovpr to  the- oapnrimmt*
Apmaxt, .to.jiouato of .Kitro.^ .^ m_Der.
. RmBg.es
I ra*i V/firjr-jw-t» T
Bcpi'ly on Iky Matter
KOI
E(^ uity on Nitrogen 
yield bamlo
1
19* Chemical co«#OGltioa of the ëlmop ac mwêurcâ by 0 D»M* -cmà 
0 N in 1964 and 1965 appeared maffeoted by totrotootog below ground 
barriers* too 0 (woi#to4 momô) v#ao mot toftoemcod by oxttttog 
rates but higher defoliation froqueuoieo load to smll conoloteat' ' 
tooreasoe to the 0 H to the legume#
20# Quality àe^wninations on the pe^ romxlal xyograss component 
Indicated a slgulfloantDy higher average 0 D#M, at low cutting mtos 
md the effect of root aggregation showed no cone is tent txmà. in the 
first two ycœu Wring th^  last year, however, the below grow%d
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haiTlere produced lower dry matter peroentagea. aud bi#ier uitrôgort 
percentage^  in the gras a compared with the herhagé t^ rom the control 
plots with integrated rooting systems* As defoliation frequency 
increased the level of hi the grass ro&o, l#89f 2# 12 and 2*66 ^ 11 
were the weighted means ohtalnod from 2^  and 6 outs per annum 
respeotivel5%
%ere was also a sigiifioeat h^'lteraction he tween main gnul auh-^  
eidzlaiy treatments in respect of the Jâl in the grass component In 
1965? Infrequent cutting favoured, root ségrégation^  whereas fre»* 
queut defoliation produced higher nitrogen contenus whore the grass 
and clover were grown normally*
21^  From the limited evidence of the additional trials and 
observations on inoculated elover seed it would be reasonable to 
assume that the indigenous strain of rhisobia at Auohincraivo was 
an effective one*.
22* 0bs63;nrations on mioro^olimatio tempoï^ atures at ground 
level partially oozToborate the findings of Johnstone^ Wallaco who 
showed lower diurnal fluctuations of temperature with a mixed sward 
compared with grass alone*
23* A general account of the meteorological condii-ions during 
the trial period is given and oomparisans with long tom averages are 
studied* Oomparisons with Meiv Zealand and Holland are also made* 
the most noteablo features of olimatio differenoe being in solar 
radiation. It would appear that the Horth Island of Hew Zealand 
will receive twice as much sunshine^  and Holland records show 
more total solar energy compared with Auchinomive,.
• ; Bk* I'he p ly s ic a l e ffe o to  o f introcluoJ^Hi a to b lo  la y e r o f 
goo ; gauge 'black poJytherjio have hem waouroA .m û  aro reported and • 
laboratory and field toots on the permeability of this material are
di&OUBBQ&t . , ,
5. SEC^ XOW V àîKTOMmm'y EXPSRIMM’rg 
M'û m i s  ,
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Q. SEO'JlOW V SU{=PLMîSü[jpEy li,XPMZM)ST3MBjæS$S 
5.1 GHA8S OBSfflWAfflON PlO'l'S
5*.XI preliminary détails
' Soven grassland, observation plots were established next to #e 
main trial on April 8th^  1963* bime» phoaplmte and potash had 
previously been applied and worked Mto the aoil and Hew Zealand 
Certified Mother Strain perennial ryegraas at 20 lb per aore was sown 
in rows 6** apart* Brairding was complete by April 24th and throughout 
the sro^ ainder of the year the area was hand weeded and topped v/hen’ 
necessary. In I964 and 1965 these grassland observation plots had a 
basio management treatment similar to that of the main trial* They 
wore out four times each year on the same day as the 4 Cut plots, the 
only ciifferenoe being that they received differential levels of iuorgaszio 
nitrogenous fertiliser. The object of these plots was to indicate the 
approximate level of fertiliser nitrogen required by grass alone to 
equal the yield of dry matter and nitrogen simultaneously obtained by a 
mixed sward as the main study#
5*12 yield data 1964
During 1964 the oalcndaz» of events was as follows;^ -
■ttnmaittv*. s«r.W;<
1st
2nd
3lAl
H Fertiliser application
March 3rd
April 27th 
Juno 16th 
August 6th
K#M
Cutting date
.April 24th 
June 15th 
August 5th 
October 7th
The nitrogen fertiliser v/as applied to the appz^ opriate plots
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weeks in advance of the date cf cutting and on that date the 
plots were weighed and sampled for D,M, and nitrogen analyses as 
in the main study# The yield data from the individual outs# namely 
green weight, dry matter yield and nitrogen yield appears in the 
appendix together with estimates of percentage recovery of fertiliser 
nitrogen in the herbage and the increment of dry matter yield per 
poimd of fertiliser nitrogen applied* An overall picture is obtained 
from the summary table which indicates the level of total production 
for the year,
A yield of 12*576 tons fresh material, containing 5,131 lb; , 
of matter mth 8B*82 lb of nitrogen was obtained from the control 
plot without added fertiliser nitrogen, Ibis is a high yield from 
grass relying solely on soil nitrogen for its nutr5,t:lon and it indicates 
perhaps a slightly higher nitrogen oontz'ibution from the soil than was 
anticipated in Section 3 (p- 99) The application of increasing 
quantities of fertiliser nitrogen was responsible for corresponding 
increments in yield and at the highest level of oombiîicd nitrogen 
(564*4B lb of nitrogen per acre throughout the season 24 cwts* of 
21?fî N Nitro«ohal1c) 47*302 tons of fresh material resulted, containing 
15#724 lb of dry matter with 379*21 lb of xiitrogen»
The overall percentage recovery of the nitrogen applied ranged 
from 70^  at the low dosage rate to 51?^  ^at the highest level and the 
concomitant increment of dry matter yield per pound of nitrogen 
applied varied between 42 lb and 17 lb.,
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5# 13 Yield data obtained in 1965
The pattern of events during 1965 was similar to that of tlie
previous yoax* except that the penultimate nitrogen level was omitted
due to rodent activity on the plot#
H Fertiliser application Cutting date
1st April 9th I  May 11th
2nd May 11th I July 1st
5và1 July 2nd 1 August 31st
1 4th August 31st October 5th
The yield data from individual cuts appears in the appendix 
together with a cuimary of total productivity for the year and 
estimates of nitrogen recovery# Compared with the previous year 
the general level Of yield was cmeidemhly lower*
From the control plot (no fertiliser nitrogen) a yield of 
8*138 tons of fresh material vras harvested containing 3# 985 lb of 
dry matter with 65^03 lb of nitrogen* In 1965 the application of 
increasing quantities of nitrogenous fertiliser again resulted in 
corresponding increments in yield* Those were# however# smaller than 
ta 1964 and in spite of some interference through field mice, there vms 
evidence to suggest that application of nitrogen in excess of 576*32 lb 
par acre would be unfruitful#
The recovery of nitrogen was similar to 1964» ranging from 67^  
to 46^  as the fertiliser level increased, and a similar scale of dry
matter yield Increments per unit of fertiliser nitrogen applied was 
recorded# When the total amount of nitrogen fertilijser in the year 
miounted to 94#08 lb per each pound of this was responsible
for a yield increase of 37*4 lb of dry matter whilst at the highest 
nitrogen level 564*48 lb, eacii pound of nitrogen gave 14*5 lb of dry 
matter.
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5.-2 piE&D yams TO îmbbrb ïhe HîmoAB rnsoT. if jm. qp tije
nm? MATM 'WJM,
Although the double layer of hlaolc poîythoue uaed aa underground
1
root sogrogating barriers was only 0*01” thick, thus reducing the 
effective plot vddth by 0*08”, (equivalent tap# 17/^*^ it was considered 
essential, to have m  estimate of its physical effect# A field trial 
was established during March 1964 for this purpose* The land prior to 
sowing had an application of lime to correct the pH to 6*25 and 112 lb 
of PgOg and 112 lb of IC^ O were worked in as a basal fertiliîser dressing* 
The plots were established in a manner similar to that used for the 
main trial and followed the pattern illustrated by Plates 1 to 6*
Sowing was done in rows, this time at right angles to the polythene 
barriers in order that both sots of plots had grass and clover rdth 
integrated rooting systenis* Hew Zealand cultivars of perennial rye^ 
grass (20 lb per acre) and white clover (2 lb per acre) wore sovm in 
alternate rows 6” apart on March 23rd and 24th*
5*22 Details of the 1964 out
Three outs were token from these plots in 1964# an establishment 
cut on July l5th and two further ones on September 2nd and October 
15th*
Ho si^ifioant differences in production between the two sets of 
plots vwre recorded either as dry matter or nitrogen yield and no con^  
a is tent difference appeared in the chemical composition of the herbage 
(Tables xm**xmiX Appendix H)*
It is concluded that in the establishment year physical effects
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from ÎÀZtrodUQxng the poiythone wore inslgnlflomi't*
5*23- Détails - of. .jtho..Ip65-. outs •
]?uli details of the four outs taken on May iBth, July 6th, 
September* ’ 7th and Ootobor 19th are found ih Tables IXïMMXi ;lu 
appendix B, m  extract from which appears below5-
Treatment
May I8th July 6th Sept. 7th Oot. 19th
T o ta l
D.M,
y ie ia
i V
aoro
T o ta l 
n ltro0ôn  
y ie ld  
lb  N / 
acre
T o ta l
Ô.M,
y ie ld
lb /
acre
fbta 
nitrogen 
yield 
lb H/ 
acre
T o ta l
B.Î.5.
y ie ld
lb /
acre
T o ta l
nitit>e«ft
y ie ld
lb  n/
aoye
T o ta l
y ie ld
lb /
acre
T o ta l 
n itrog en  
y ie ld  
lb  M / 
acre
Polythene 3,286 49.25 2#000 47,25 2,316 75.39 892 34,41
Ho
polythene
control 3,084 44'«SQ 2,000 49,55 8,257 73,15 868 53.13
S*B* Ï 59
M,S.
«1,58
H.S*
t 58 
N.8.
Î2.05
M.S.
t 47 
M.S.
Z l,1 8
M.S.
%9.
N.S
So,96
. N.S.
Ab . in 1964# there were bo %$l#:1floamt difforenoos in matter 
yield or nitz^gen yield betivem the pqlytime plots and the control 
and the grass ,5 clover ratios in both tWse ;7ield porametero'T/ez^  almost 
identical for each set of plots#* Similar chemical composition of the 
herbage was also encountered#
Those résulte are similar in every respect to those previously 
obtained -and thhe-confirm the iiypothesis that the phyaioal effect of 
the pOiythene introduced -in the main trial for mdergromzd root 
segregating barriers is insignificant#
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5.5 PESMMBïI.Xra’ ®SÏS ON 'MS EOÏiïïffl»: -,
Thin po^ rthene shoctlng Is not aqmpletely impervious and it v/as
therefore deemed uooeooary to teat its pemeabiliiy with nrltrogonono
oubatanoes both in the Xahoratozy and under field conditions*
5+31 ,;^ pratp,;%_test 
5+31 .j^ fi^ ratory pests'
It was decided to woo Xi«*aQpartio acid in the laboratory tests as 
Firtanen and his co^ workors had shown this to he the major nitrogenous 
excretion product from nodules + A near 0*50 solution of this amino 
aoid was enolo&od in a double le^ rer of 500 gauge black polythene and 
then placed in a beaker suzroiuided hjr distilled water* This water 
jacket was sampled %  hours* 36 hours# 1 week# 1 month and 6 months 
later and tested for the presence of h-^ aspartic acid» The amino add. 
paper chromatogram tccîmiquo using niu'^ hydrin oui ethanol was employed# 
(Oonsdon# Gordon and Martiîi 19-Mf* as modified by Patton and Chism 
1951)+ Kaoh of the tests proved to he negative indicating that a 
double ■ layer of #0 gauge ■ black should he a sufficient harrier for 
this amizxo aoid#'
5,32
During the first week of July lg64 a field experimmt was 
established to test the permeability of the black polythene to on 
inorganic nitrogenous fertiliser* As in the main trial these plots 
were excavated and the polythene barriéra ware introduced at 6” inters 
vols# The same Hew Koaland oultivar of perennial ryegrass $crm 
at SO lb per aero betv/een the lines of polythene and nitrogen 
fertiliser was applied to one out of every three rows# [Plato $}
J.ÜO
PLATE 9
mTl'iis'fo'rtiliaer nitz^ ogen. was applied in advance of the four 
defoliations in I965 at B twt per aore nitroohalk (21^  ^H) jiox* 
application# The total amount ,of aitrochalk applied during the 
season namely 32 owt per acre# equal to a droooihg of 752 lb of 
elemental nitrogen* vms considered in excess of the graoo require*^  
ment and some would therefore be available for migration « In this
experiment there wéZ'o six replicationa of the followihzg three treat-. 
mmtsM
A* Grass receiv:hig 186 lb of H per mre per out*
B# Grass in close proxi^ rity to fertiliser nitrogen applied 
in A but separated by polythene #
G* Oontrol graBB without fertiliser nitrogen and distant 
' from tîiat applied to A*
Details of the yields' obtained from the four outs Wken on -May 
4th* June 29th, July 29th and Beptcmbor 28th in 1965 appear in 
Appendix B (Tables ]ŒXil++3fiOTï)# The statistical 'analysis of each 
cut indicated no Signifie wit differences between treatments B and 0 
in respect of dry matter yield# nitrogen yield# dry matter % or 
nitrogen percentage.
Treatment,
Total D*m# 
yield 
Ib/apre
Total nitrogen 
yield 
- H/acre-
Mem 
ÿi; D,M. 
in grass,
Mean 
in, er&s0
. B 4,309 88*79 14,98 . 8.3,85
■ <? 4,098 83*47 15,50 2.105
1 3 0
The total production for the year and moan values for Chemical 
composition arc shown in the above table and reiterate the statistical 
conclusions of the separate analyses*
As a result of both of those tests and bearing in mind the fact 
that the polythono at the end of the experiment was in good order it 
would bo reasonable to assume that the double layer of gOO gauge black 
polythene had been a reliable barrier to any nitrogenous exoremmt from 
the clover nodules*
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5.4 OBSERVATIONS HlOM H.0T3 SOW -WMH iKOCtttA.» CtOVSH SBBD
A BinalX trial to ascertain the effects# if any* of using 
inoculated clover seed against a Bon^ i^noeulated control was established 
in April 1963. Olzis was imdertaten to give dome indication of the 
offootivitj of the native strain of rhisobia at Auchincruivo*
Observations up to the time of sampling* September 23rd, on the 
height* vigour and colour of the clover indicated no visible or 
recordable differences between inoculated and non^ lnooulated plants# ' 
Sowing of these plots had been done in a, manner similar to that 
used on the main trial and to facilitate plant and nodule counts to be 
done one linear foot of row vms extracted per plot, The entire 
plants were z^ emovecl together with one foot of soil and this was trails'" 
ferred gently to the laboratory* The soil was carefully removed from 
the roots by a slow washing process so that nodules remained intact* 
Tiiey were removed from the pl*mts at the time of ooiintlizg and dried to 
a constant weight* Details of the results obtained apx^ oar in table h 
overleaf*
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TrIjIg h
Hodulé counts a dw weight and chemical oorûnosition
Treatment 
Inoculated
Gontrol
{lot '
inoculated) 
8tï3,
Metm number 
of plants 
per linear 
foot of row
112
110
Hodules
Hodule # 
numbers 
per linear
foot of 
row
609
568
* 33
5.4^1-
5.16
D*y wt<. of 
noduloÉ âM. 
graœg pea? 
linear foot 
of row
0*2299
0.1657
%*0182
Dry wt* of
individual
npdulo
micro
grms
377
292
fâ H hi 
nodule 
(on D#M#)
6# 56
7+55
{-Bio nodules removed from the plant and inoludocl' in the totals voice 
those doomed to he effective ones# Vestigial^  ineffective* 
immature and decomposed ones were not consId wad)#
Tm introduced strajji of rhlr.ohium was E#157 originating from Sydney* 
Australia and it is considered to be an offootlvo-one# l»h’om the limited 
evidence of I9G3, it would appear that the indigenous strain at 
Auohinoriiive is fairly comparable with this one* Ho significant 
differences could bo detected In nodule numbers or in nodule d%r weight* 
The fo nitrogen in the nodules, on basis, was approximately 
Jjt agreeing v/ell with published data (Wilson, 1942 and Butler and 
Bathurst 1956)»
5*42 1964 Data (Sampled July 6th)
A procedure similar to tWt in 1963 Vifua adopted^  taking one linear 
foot of row# counting and weigWng the nodules* 4 summary of this
data appears in t&ible M# but does not contain the fo H in the
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nodules aa mioo ate them before analysis took plaoe* 
Table M
1964 I^ odple oqunts and dzy weif&t
Mean number 
jof plants 
Tareatment jpor linear 
èoot of row
Inoculated
Control
(Hot
inoculated)
23
25
Nodule I 
numbers 
pox» linear 
foot of per
row plant
190 8»26
S.E. % 7
10*00
Dry wt* of 
nodules in 
Î grarûs per 
linear foot 
of row
Dry wt* of individual 
nodule micro
grams
0*1196 629
0*1226 490
±0*0251 -
(Nodules removed and included as in I963)
The results in 1964 servo to corroborate the previous year's find­
ings and tend to indicate that the indigenous strain of rhiiaobium Is an 
effective one and again no visible or recordable differences exis^d 
above ground between inoculated and control plots*
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7*21 Brief desôyit^ tlona of the
employed in chemical anaJygaa
7.8XX
7,2111 . _d0temWat ioa
I'he aample^  an takci% l*irom the field» vmq dried overnight at 40^ C 
md v/as thett milled to p&&8 through a 2 hub aiove* 10 gramo of this 
air dr^ r soil \7erc placed iu a 5?ovaason and Moroer ivanheât oven (8,222 % 
223F) at 100^ 0 for 24 hours and the moisture oontent vms obtained by 
difference,
7*8112
A sample of dried soil was ignited at 650^700% and ignition 
losses obtained by difference to give a guide to the organic matter 
of the soil*
7*2113 Measurements of nh
*  *  «»llk|W<IBfllWIIWWilWI-jT*l , I J >ll.l»<i W I**l|IIIWI!l.lrW ll'li , ,> » i l , l l i l | t
üCho soil pH was measured h% a soil;%mter suspension (l soil:
2|* water), The mixture was shaken end*^ ovor"^ nd for ^  hour and then 
left for 1-|- hour a, The pH dete#ï*inations were made using a spear 
point glass eleotrodo ooupled to a IIAHCOHX laboratory pH meter 
(T ,P , 1093)*
7.2114
The same soil**wator suspension is used here as for pH and the 
OTibAlH) apparatus involved in this determination gives tho reading 
as resist once in ohms* [pG sa bog* E ^  I»og (cell constant) ],
7# 2113 bime retffliremept
This was calculated using the pH concept (Schofield#Palmer 1956)
[i*e# pb 9) 2pH *• pü].
196
7* 21X6 A va#able phomhato jm d 
7 A 21X6 Available ?>ho eriiate and no task
For both determinations tho extraction is done using 0*5 H acetic 
aoid* 40 parts of this with one part of soil wem shaken up for 2 
hours and then filtered* The phosphate detonalnation was carried out 
using tho method described by Williams mid Stewart (1941), Briefly 
this involves the use of mmonlmi molybdate and stannous chloride, the 
latter boing used in an acid solution to reduce the phosphomolybdic 
acid to the blue complex# Available phosphate is then a colorimetric 
determination using a SETO^ ABS0RP5E0METBR (Typo lî*760)#
In the case of potash, the extract Is passed into an B13b flame 
photometer giving a direct reading#
7.2117 M aetewainatiiQna 
The soil sample havitig been dried was then milled to pass throu^ 
a 2mm sieve# A sub**sampl© was takeii and re^ m^illed in a mortar# 
Duplicate samples of 10 grams were taken, 30 ml cone# H„SO, v/ere added, 
digested for 2^ hours and then diluted to 500 ml. To 50 ml of this 
solution was added 20 ml of NaOH and two anti foam tablets# Dis­
tillation was into boric acid £ind titration was against 0*1 IMiOl#
7*2118 Trace element^
Speotrographio analysis was used to detomine several trace 
elements and tho soil extraction methods used are indicated in Table I*| 
of this appendix*
7*212 Herbam analvs os
7 «2121 Bry**matter 
Dacy-matter determinations wore done in a ORAlE and DEIB^ IGTT oven, 
overnight at 100^ 0#
197
■ 7,2122 .
dotoBiilnations were don© taking 1 of dried
matorial, adding 30 ml coho# ond a selenium catalyst allowing
2^ hours for the digestion period* Distillation and titration which 
fallowed were oiiQllar to those described under soil
7* 2123 Trace, elements 
Speotrographic analysis was employed to dotemine the total 
trace elements from the ashed dry matter*' of grass and clover#
7» 22  flP»A3.-
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iüuo
Date•MEtTWS--*!»!» S j m m ESK Jimo
I 20,7 48,3 138,0 213,9 350,8 117.3
B '6*9 62.1 103,5 227.7 ' 151*8 379.5
3 6.9 82.8 75.9 ■ 172.5 248.4 393,3
4 ■6.9 48.3 96*6 ■ 186,3 227.7 248.4-
5 27,6 117.5 ' 172,5 • 400,2 193.2 227,7
6 13.8 34.5 186.3 138,0 255.3 82*8
7 20.7 48.3 186.3 324,3 2à!&8.4 124.2
8 6.9 55.2 172.5 ■ 82,8 345.0 441*6
9 20,7 34.5 131.1 ■ 158.7 220.8 117*3
10 41,4 13,8 96.6 213,9 331,2 317.4
11 41.4 48.3 227.7 213.9 0I.3..5 269.1
12 20,7 62,1 280.8 220,8 ■ 220.8 227.7
13 34*5 82,8 69.0 269,1 351,9 269.1
14 13,8 69.0 27.6 234,6 420.9 96.6
15 54.5 75,9 133.0 138,0 <!(55,4 110,4
16 69,0 82.8 165.6 138,0 372.6 117.3
17 69.0 75.9 62.1 138.0 305,6 386,4
18 69,0 14*4 #9 117,3 379.5 69.0 310,5
19 62*1 96# 6 48*3 2^*3» # 338.1 331.2
20 75.9 158.7 75.9 296,7 ■ 420,9 531.3
21 87,6 158*7 55,2 207.0 124.2 351.9
BB 20,7 43, * 4 55,2 220,0 338.1 395,3
23 55,2 13*8 158,7 289.8 434,7 345,0
24 20,7 62*1 41,4 289.8 427.8 434.7
25 20.7 96*6 234.6 131.1 489,9 372,6
26 4'1,4' 172*5 276,0 186*3 483,0 289,8
2? 27,6 62,1 200,1 193,2 476.1 434.7
28 48,3 124*2 96.6 351,9 427.8 372.6
29 20,7 213*9 151,8 331.2 282.9 414,0
30 48,3 »" 138.0 351,9 144.9 276*0
31 48.3 *t. 103.5 117.3 „
Dally VGôMnm of raâlmt 
oala/eà# gm#) iT tily -^ :Doop!#ùr. l96^),
d.uy
ï)ai;e October tfovembQr
1 386*4 276*0 310,5 69,0 ^ 27,6
2 24-8*4 96.6 193,2 138,0 75,9 13*8
3 4-34,7 172*5 227*7 138,0 69.0 27,6
4 378.6 255*3 276,0 207,0 20,7
5 455*4 124,8 276,0 20,7 6,9 13*8
6 234*6 262,2 103*5 41,4- 69,0 6,9
7 69.0 151.8 69,0 4-1 * 4 62.1 6,9
8 303*6 331.2 55*2 69.0 75.9 13,8
9 103.5 280*8 62.1 48,3 75.9 27,6
10 269.1 358,8 55.2 138,0 69,0 34.5
11 303.6 365,7 255.3 158.7 13.8 20.7
12 317.4 317.4 138*0 82,8 2)1.4 13,8
13 303.6 351,9 131.1 62.1 20.7 13,0
14 158,7 241,5 131,1 75,9 20.7 20,7
15 4.07,1 131,1 138,0 89.7 27,6
3.6 317,4 110,4 131.1 69.0 34.5 27,6
17 96,6 48,3 131.1 96.6 20,7 13.8
18 165,6 241,5 131,1 20,7 20,7
19 124,8 . 303,6 103.5 48,3 6,9 20.7
20 2/jl,5 , 379.5 2i{-8,4- 6.9 20.7
21 220.8 310.5 110.4 131,1 13.8 27.6
82 276.0 , 158,7 62.1 34.5 20,7 13,8
S3 296,7 , 103,5 172,5 69,0 20.7 13,8
84 117,3 82*8 96,6 69,0 20,7 13.8
25 262.2 151,8 89*7 82*8 34.5 20,7
26 200.1 62,1 89,7 69.0 13.8 20,7
27 131.1 220*8 158,7 34.5 80.7 13,8
28 276*0 %1,5 131.1 62.1 41.4- 20.7
29 144*9 331*2 186.3 75.9 27.6 13,8
30 151.8 310*5 200.1 20.7 6,9 20.7
31 213,9 324.3 34.5 13,8
x m fans,„reaaiiM3
(ooia/aa, _cm.) J anuawKtolO 1965
tâE£§. Jimo
1 20.7 69,0 158,7 276*0 317,4 386*4
2' 20,7 34,5 179.4 807.0 124.2 469,2
3 48,3 75,9 55*2 310.5 82,8 4I4.O
4 27,6 69.0 158,7 296.7 372,6 220*8
S' 13.8 69*0 207i0 310,5 103.5 269.1
6 6.9 41,4 172.5 158.7 131,1 138.0
7 6,9 27*6 89*7 220.8 144.9 234,6
8 6,9 75.9 158.7 276.0 213,9 365,7
9' 13*8 34*5 117,3 124*2 172.5 4!il,6
10' 13.8 34.5 186;3 262.2 372,6 480,9
11' 87.6 02.8 . 207,0 200.1 172.5 207,0
IP.' 41.4 ÿt-,5 89*7 179.4 241*5 103,5
13 13.8 69,0 96*6 234.6 351*9 345,0
14* 13,8 96.6 48,3 144*9 288,9 186.3
15 ' 20,7 96.6 89.7 103.5 317,4 186,3
16 13,8 75,9 165,6 151.8 158,7 44-8» 5
1? ' 13.8 75,9 2W..S 158.7 75*9 331.2
18 55*2 34,5 124*2 827*7 414.0 358.8
19 55.2 75.9 172.5 276,0 345.0 345.0
20 if8*3 69,0 151,8 310.5 317.4 103,5
21 27.6 62,1 34.5 372,6 89.7 34-5,0
22' 13,8 96,6 41"*4" 268,8 179,4 414,0
83 13*8 103.5 96,6 303,6 255,3 241.5
24 62.1 110.4 55,2 269.1 151.8 179.4
23 27,6 82.8 165.6 151.0 4>a4,o 234*6
26 34,5 96,6 179.4- 820.8 262,2 276,0
27 62,1 89.7 151,8 186,3 227*7 207.0
28 55*2 34..S 282*9 131.1 345.0 207.0
29 55,2 303,6 124.2 420.9 276.0
30 82.8 «Ht 310.5 4.00,8 227,7 34-5.0
31 75,9 324.3 # 324.3 «M
210
IXT Daily reaiiriga.of..mai ant oso.rgy.
I3À-2S*) &É%. - Deoomljor 1965
Isig: Aumat Ootobor KoveiaDojf Deoem’bor
% 158.7 178.5 144,9 27,6 20,7 34.5
a 480,9 103*5 358.8 27*6 27.6 13.8
3 485,0 400.2 69.0 34.5 55.2 20.7
k 178,5 151*8 75,9 41.4 110.4 13*8
5 827,7 248.4- 103.5 48*3 34*5 6.9
6 310.5 172.5 55.2 110,4 48.3 68,1
? 207,0 841,5 96.6 69.0 34.5 6*9
8 276,0 269.1 96.6 138,0 4I-. 4 6.9
9 896,7 179*4 69.0 158,7 55*2 6.9
10 241,5 234.6 110,4 151.0 27*6 80*7
11 207.0 220.8 130.0 103.5 27*6 80,7
12 172.5 213*9 186.3 117.3 34.5 13*8
13 103,5 138.0 151,8 34,5 55,2 13,8
14 138.0 69*0 96,6 48.3 4-8.3 20,7
15 345,0 103*5 69.0 55*2 55*2 13,8
16 483.0 138.0 207,0 96.6 20.7 13,8
17 607.2 103*5 69,0 4^* *4- 6.9 6,9
IB 276*0 172*5 186.3 179.4 13*8 13,8
19 138,0 138,0 186,3 69,0 80.7 13,8
20 138.0 345.0 69.0 62,1 15.8 13.8
21 262.2 117.3 48.3 75.9 48,3 6.9
22 103.5 124,2 103.5 103,5 41,4 13.8
23 103,5 124.2 69.0 20,7 20.7
2A 103.5 82,8 68.1 75,9 27.6 20.7
25 834.6 144.9 41,4 62,1 27.6 13.8
26 882.9 24.8,4 110.4 13*8 27.6 20.7
a? 103,5 172.5 151.1 6.9 34*5 13.8
28 69.0 124*2 75.9 48.3 80.7 20,7
29 69.0 172*5 27*6 68.1 87,6 27.6
30 103.5 96.6 89,7 20*7 41.4- 87.6
31 103.5 276.0 *. 20.7 6,9
211
212
 Ig6 4 m â - 3.965.
, Tr\.mZ) *
i%k 1965
da%ma%y 33»6 38.1
X*'ebruar^ “ 82,3 68,5
Marob. 129.8. 155,4.
284.7 228,4
May 307,2 aj.5,5
Jmio 292.8 290,0
duly 223*9
August 227,0 177,4
September U;8,8 109,0
Ootober 76,3 70,1
BXovember 33,8 35,7
December 19,6 17,1
îea*i,'’Xy 3?otaX 3.,827,8 1,653.1
Moasuromeat^  reoordod on Biomen a Integi^ ating Biotomoter^
7*24 DatÆi from .amplemoutamv tgialsa
obaeryatidn Blots and tompemtuye 
%%G oydluga
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Max#
end Glover 
(a)
Min.
0rase and Clover 
(i>)
Max. Min.
1 60 IfS 57 42
2 66 39 63 38
3 66 44 63 44
4 64 49 62 49
5 64 50 64 48
6 58 48 58 h9
7 57 52 56 51
8 68 49 65 49
9 60 52 59 53
10 65 53 64 53
IX 65 50 6<|. 50
12 66 52 65 53
13 67 55 66 55
14 56 51 56 51
15 ,  77 49 78 48
16
17 ) temperatures not recoixleâ since
18 ; all plots were dofoliated.
.19 )
20 73 36 73 36
21 79 43s- 78 43
22 83. 42 80 43
23 70 liB 70 46
2ii> 83 49 85 49
25 87 54 87 54
26 82 56 83 56
27 75 56 75 56
28 79 49 80 48
29 82 50 82 49
30 74 54 75 53
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Mïmm
Mmu lin a
c(jpass
MO
Kiïî*
1 OffaSD 
Ml
1 Môsc» Min.
Slj* 63 38 6g 38 67 38 70 37 65 37
2g 61 36 60 36 61 36 67 36 67 36
26 §6'» 40 56 41 57 41 58 41 63 k l
27 61 53 60 34. 61 35 6a 34 64 %
28 51 36 50 36 54 33 52 33 62 %.
29 48 37- 47 37 45 35 52 36 51 36
30 52,. 37 54 37 57 36 58 37 58 57
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wwmw ##'
eraem .traaa
clévèr
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m
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41
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42
64
74
47
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61 70
21
22.
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W
61
70
70 45
47
78 42
m â j m ^ 1965Jfiow.pllmatlo.
level to screened, themometêrâ*...........
a
Gram# and 
eloirer
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Mmtm
Maz* Min*
OrasG and 
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4 Outs/ 
Max*. Min*
&ro39 and 
clover
6 Guts/ 
Arnium
Maz, Min.
' GmoB Grass
Ml
Ma%. Min.
1 71 37 69 39 73 39 77 41 71 37
2 78 W 75 U 77 41 82 40 74 41
3
k
85 45 78 45 82 45 84 44 79 0^
86 49 75 50 81 49 86 48 86 49
5 78 52 70 52 78 52 72 52 70 52
$ # *!• *# «# m m
7 74 49 68 49 73 49 75 h9 71 50
0 *L ## «*
9 73 !|6 67 48 73 47 75 46 72 47
10 90 46 78 47 85 48 80 46 83 46
11 87 49 77 49 01 49 80 50 79 51
12 79 54 70 54 76 54 74 54 73 55
13 m # m ** wt* #»
14 70 53 68 53 74 54 74 52 73 53
15 74 52 67 54 72 54 74 53 73 53
16 67 51 51 69 52 64 51 64 52
17 76 51 63 51 69 52 68 52 68 52
16 73 54 65 55 74 55 72 55 78 55
19 75 53 65 53 68 53 67 53 66 5!^
20 76 53 64 55 70 55 72 53 72 54
21 68 53 62 53 67 54 62 58 68 53
22 79 48 66 48 70 48 72 48 72 48
23 77 53 64 53 76 52 72 48 78 47
24 70 51 63 51 72 49 64 48 64 50
25 63 55 60 55 62 53 60 52 61 53
26 70 49 65 50 72 48 65 49 65 49
27 71 53 65 52 75 52 68 53
28 66 52 63 53 71 51 65 58 * *
29 61 50 61 50 70 48 64 .50 M*
30 77 56 68 55 86 56 72 55 4#
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8. SlîCïïOW VIII
$EB38I8, SOMfMÊY
An experiment \mn oonduoted over the period J963"**65 with Hew 
Zealand oultivàre’ of liplinrr,nerenne (it) and Trlfolinm repons (It), 
fhey vjore soxm in altwiate rowa, six inches apart and half the 
plots ÛM the trial area were established to ma^ Jitain root ségrégation 
between the species nsin^ a donhle layer of 500 gauge Mack polythene, 
hibeïàl quantities of phosphate and potash fertilisers were applied 
each year hut the grass^ legume association relied upon soil 
mine rail s at iqn » fixation by free^ living organisms# rai)%fall and 
symbiotic fixation for its nitrocgen supply.
’Variations in defoliation frequency of two# four and six cuts 
per annum had little effect on the overall dry matter yield which 
amounted to 5# 300# 6# 100 and 6#000 pounds per acre per annum 
respectively* However# the average yearly production of nitrogen 
during the experimental period was 112# 166 and 217 pounds of nitrogen 
par acre which suggested a kB^ crease by doubling the cutting fre*- 
quenoy and a 90;2 increase v;hen three times- the number of defoliations 
wore employed*
Hoot segregation of perennial ryegrass and white clover v/hen 
grovm in olose association reduced the dry matter yield by IS^  in 
the establislment year and by in 1$64 and it Is suggested that 
root check and root restriction# particularly in respect of the grass 
Component# were mainly responsible* In 1965 the diy matter yield 
was 26fo lower where root barriers had been introduced and from above 
ground appearance of the grass and from the yield data this was clearly
245
tho direct effect of oXiminating underground nitrogoï^  transference 
from the clover#
rciie nitrogen economy of this grass-’legumo association 1ms been 
studied over a throe year period and only in tho final year was it 
possible to demonstrate above ground the results of underground 
nitrogen transfer. Clover contributed 30*79 pounds of nitrogen to 
its grass partner in 1965 md this figure is compared with predicted 
values using the theor^  ^of Walker# Orohiston a^Kl Adorns and also data 
computed from supplementary, ^ assland observation plots# .
Micro-climatic temperatures recorded at ground level partially 
corroborate the findings of dohnBtonaWlVallaoo who showed lower diurnal 
fluctuations,of température with a grass and clover sward compared 
with grass alone*
Seed of the same Hew Zealand oultivar of trifolium renens (b) vms 
itjiooulated with an effective strain of rhisobium (B* 157 originating from 
Sydney# Australia) and compared with a non^ inoculated control. From 
the limited results of this trial and from field observations it would 
appear that the indigenous strain of rMsobium at Auchincruivo was an 
effective one.
The physical effects of the black polythene used for root 
segregation . were examined throu# yield data in a special trial and 
laboratory mid field tests were carried out on the permeability of 
this material as used in the experiments*
Dry mattes? production» nitrogen yields and herbage quality from 
the perennial ryegrass-white clover ©association are reported# discussed 
and compared with data from Mew Zealand atid Holland.
